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Abstract 
We study algebras whose elements are relations, and the operations are natural “manipulations” 
of relations. This area goes back to 140 years ago to works of De Morgan, Peirce and Schrodcr 
(who expanded the Boolean tradition with extra operators to handle algebras of binary relations). 
Well known examples of algebras of relations are the varieties RCA,, of cylindric algebras of 
n-ary relations, RPEA, of polyadic equality algebras of n-ary relations, and RRA of binary 
relations with composition. We prove that any axiomatization, say E, of RCA, has to be very 
complex in the following sense: for every natural number k there is an equation in E containing 
more than k distinct variables and all the operation symbols, if 2 < n <(II. A completely analogous 
statement holds for the case n > Q. This improves Monk’s famous non-finitizability theorem for 
which we give here a simple proof. We prove analogous non-finitizability properties of the larger 
varieties .SNU,,CA,_I,. We prove that the complementation-free (i.e. positive) subreducts of RCA,, 
do not form a variety. We also investigate the reason for the above “non-finite axiomatizability” 
behaviour of RCA,,. We look at all the possible reducts of RCA,, and investigate which are 
finitely axiomatizable. We obtain several positive results in this direction. Finally, we summarize 
the results and remaining questions in a figure. We carry through the same programme for 
RPEA,, and for RRA. By looking into the reducts we also investigate what other kinds of natural 
algebras of relations are possible with more positive behaviour than that of the well known ones. 
Our investigations have direct consequences for the logical properties of the n-variable fragment 
L,, of first order logic. The reason for this is that RCA,, and RPEA, are the natural algebraic 
counterparts of L, while the varieties .SNr,,CA,,,k are in connection with the proof theory of L,,. 
This paper appears in two parts. This is the first part, it contains the non-finite axiomatizability 
results. The second part contains finite axiomatizability results together with a figure summarizing 
the results in this area and the problems left open. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Subject 
This work deals with algebras of relations: the elements of our algebras are relations 
and the operations on these relations are those that arise naturally from the nature of 
relations. This topic has been investigated for almost 140 years with several, equally 
impo~ant, kinds of motivations (or intuitions). Here we briefly sketch some of these 
motivations. (1) We can look at these algebras with purely algebraic “eyes”, we can 
investigate them from purely algebraic point of view. E.g. these algebras served as the 
starting point for the universal algebraic concept “discriminator variety”, and indeed, 
the theory of discriminator varieties can fruitfully be applied to algebras of relations 
(see e.g. [15, 1171). Works in this line are e.g. [83, 86, 13, 70, 72, 58, 9, 144, 32, 34, 
163, 31, 1661, but De Morgan [48] considered them as such in as early as 1860. (2) 
These kinds of algebras arise ~equently and naturally in computer science. E.g., the 
meaning, or semantics, of a program is often defined as the relation it defines between 
its inputs and outputs. Ways of building new programs from existing ones correspond 
then to natural operations on relations, e.g. the meaning of concatenation of two pro- 
grams is just the so-called relation composition of the meanings of the two programs. 
Kleene-algebras and dynamic algebras are typically such algebras. Works in this line 
are e.g. 1132-134, 87, 90, 156, 85, 137, 112-l 14, 46, 571. Algebras of relations arise in 
computer science in numerous other ways, too, [23] is an example. Another one is the 
following. A relational database at a given time can be considered as a relation, and the 
operations we perform on the database are natural operations on relations. Works in this 
line are e.g. [78, 50-53, 4042, 35, 130, 1311. For a survey on algebras of relations in 
computer science, see, e.g. [146] or [I 171. (3) In the investigation of first-order predi- 
cate logic, algebras of relations play an important role. The intuition here is very nat- 
ural: the meanings of predicates are relations and logical connectives mean operations 
between these relations. For example, the meaning of the conj~ction of two predicates 
is just the intersection of the meanings of the two predicates. It is very natural therefore 
to investigate algebras of relations in connection with first-order logic. This is so to 
such an extent that the first versions of first-order logic were just algebras of relations 
(De Morgan, Peirce, Schrbder, Lowenheim beginning with 1859) and first-order logic 
was defined on the basis of these investigations, cf. in this direction [135, 101, 241. For 
the connection between first-order logic and our algebras we refer to [72, Section 4.3; 
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221, or [120]. (4) Algebras of relations play an important role in nonclassical logic. too. 
See e.g. [157, 158, 126, 160, 161, 59. 103-1051. 
1.2. Historical background 
Algebras of relations of higher ranks have been investigated since the middle of 
the last century beginning with the works of De Morgan, Peirce, Macfarlane, Schrader 
and LGwenheim. For example, Peirce [ 1281 investigates n-ary relations for urhitrq‘ n. 
There has always been an emphasis on investigating and/or trying to characterize the 
equations valid in these algebras. In the last century, these valid equations were called 
laws (e.g. “distributive law”, “De Morgan law”, “Peircean law”, etc). The goal of ob- 
taining a mathematically transparent, elegant characterization of these laws (equations 
valid in the algebras of relations) appeared very early. Schrader’s impressive book 
contains a very large number of such laws, and it was sometimes conjectured that 
all laws (equations valid in algebras of relations) could be deduced from the laws in 
Schriider’s book. In modem terminology, this conjecture would amount to conjecturing 
that the equations valid in the algebras of relations are finitely axiomatizable. This 
conjecture was open for a very long time’ and there have been efforts trying to prove 
the conjecture. Among others, Tarski and his coworkers made efforts in the direction 
of trying to prove the conjecture. Monk [ 1091 proved that the conjecture in this form 
is not true. The equations valid in the algebras of relations of higher ranks (defined 
the usual way) do not admit a finite axiomatization.’ For the special case of binary 
relations he proved the result five years earlier in [108] (confirming a conjecture of 
Roger Lyndon and improving J6nsson’s and Lyndon’s method of connecting projective 
planes to algebraic logic, i.e. to algebras of relations, cf. [82. 921). Monk’s negative 
results gave rise to two kinds of new questions raised more or less independently by 
Craig, Henkin, Jbnsson, Tarski, and others. These two questions are the following: 
(i) If in this form the conjecture above is not true, then in what other form is it true? 
(ii) What is the complexity (from various points of view) of the equations valid in the 
algebras of relations of higher ranks? (These questions will be made somewhat more 
concrete later. ) 
These two (groups of) questions have been studied for a long time. For example, a 
partial positive result in connection with (i) is in Lyndon [91] which gives a recursive 
enumeration of the equations valid in algebras of binary relations. (A different enu- 
meration was given by Ralph McKenzie and was generalized by Monk to algebras of 
relations of arbitrary ranks.) A recent work giving recursive axiomatizations is Hirsch- 
Hodkinson [76]. The present work is also devoted to these two (groups of) questions. 
z We will see that in a certain special form rhe conjecture is still open. Cf. e.g. in [I 171 the subsections 
devoted to the finitization problem. 
3 A possible choice for the algebra of n-ary relations is the class RCA,, of representable cylindric algebras. 
Other choices are the class RSCA, of representable substitution-cylindric algebras and the class RQPEA,, of 
representable quasi-polyadic equality algebras. These choices are strongly tied together, cf. [I 17, I?. 1431. 
for discussions and comparisons of these choices. 
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One of the more concrete versions of (i) is the following. (i. 1) If there is no finite 
set of axioms, perhaps still there is a finite schema (in some satisfactory sense) of 
axioms axiomatizing the equations valid in the algebras of relations (e.g. [82, 109, 69, 
721, Problems 4.1,4.16; [117]). The book [72, Section 4.1, pp. 115-1191 summarizes 
positive results in this direction each of which were, however, found unsatisfactory 
from some important point of view. That is why the quoted problems are stated in the 
same book at a later point. Monk [109] proved that a certain kind of schema will not 
work, and recently Nemeti and Sagi [ 1221 proved that no schema works for the infinite 
dimensional polyadic case. In this work we restrict ourselves to the finite-dimensional 
case to which the above Nemeti-Sagi result does not apply. Positive results about both 
the algebraic form and the logical equivalent of the problem were proved in [ 150, 161, 
105, 123, 138, 139, 141, 1191. In the last two references it is shown, among others, 
that in a certain non-well founded set theory, some of the non-finitely axiomatizable 
classes will become finitely axiomatizable. These are major improvements but do not 
settle the problem completely. 
In the present work Theorems 3,4,6-X point in the direction that it will be quite 
hard to find a finite schema of axioms with the desired property. Roughly speaking, if 
C is a set of equations axiomatizing the class RCA, of algebras of relations of arbitrary 
ranks, then for every number n, there is an equation IS E C such that r~ contains more 
than n operation symbols and more than n variables. Moreover, complementation “-‘I, 
and either “u” or ‘?I”, and one of the identity relations dzj must occur in CT. Further, to 
every choice of y1 and dij there must exist such a 17 in C. Similar results are obtained 
for the other distinguished kinds (RCA, with 2 <n < o, RPEA,,RRA) of algebras of 
retations. The above quoted results on the complexity of E (longer and longer equations, 
etc.) can be interpreted to show what kind of schema will not work in solving part 
(i.1) of problem (i) mentioned earlier. This generalizes the negative result on schemata 
in [109] and solves the problem on p. 342 there. These theorems also provide solutions 
for problems fo~ulated in [81, 82, 70, 721. 
The above quoted Theorems 3,4,6-8 (concerning C) are also relevant to question 
(ii) which concerns the complexity of the (possible axiomatizations of the) equational 
theory of the algebras of relations. Further results in this work concerning question (ii) 
are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2 in Part II of the present paper. Roughly speaking, 
Fig. 1 addresses the question “Which ones of our operations on relations bring in an in- 
finity of new axioms?“. The answer may depend on which operations are added to our 
algebras first. Since we wanted to represent all the possibilities, Fig. I is of the form of 
a tree. 
The second part of question (i) is the following. (i.2) Could we choose the basic 
operations on relations of higher ranks such that 
(a) the operations would remain invariant under pe~utations (see Theorem 5 for 
definition), 
(b) the new class of algebras of relations would become a finitely axiomatizable variety 
or quasi-variety, and 
(c) the most important classical operations on relations would be term definable. 
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This problem was raised independently e.g. by Bjarni Jonsson in 1984, and in [69, 
1521 and is discussed in [ 1171 beginning with Remark 2 therein. 
In Theorem 5 we prove a negative result in this direction, improving Biro’s one Biro 
[28] and showing that Sain’s positive result can not be improved in certain ways. (Sain 
[140] was able to give a positive result to the variant of (i.2) in which condition (c) is 
not extended to the identity relation but is extended to the substitution and permutation 
operations, like R H R-‘, instead. Cf. also [119, 139, 1411.) 
Let us briefly return to problem (i.1). In this connection, Jonsson [82] investi- 
gated the subreducts of the usual algebras RRA of binary relations obtained by omit- 
ting the operations “-” and “U” from RRA. So, the extra-Boolean operations remain 
the same and of the Booleans we keep only intersection (or meet). For these sub- 
reducts of RRA, Jonsson [82] gave an infinite set ,& of quasi-equations axiom- 
atizing the class in question. Though C, does not follow from any of its finite 
subsets, its mathematical content is more explicit and understandable than that of 
the axiomatizations discussed way above. Jbnsson [82] raised the question whether 
an axiomatization of RRA can be obtained from C, by adding finitely many quasi- 
equations to C,. Because of the relative simplicity of C,, a positive answer to 
this question would have yielded a kind of a positive solution to Problem (i. 1 ). 
We show that the answer to Jonsson’s question is in the negative (Theorem 8). 
Moreover, we prove that if Z, u Cl is an axiomatization of RRA consisting of 
quasi-equations, then there is a cr E Cr such that all Boolean operations together 
with relation composition “0” occur in c as operation symbols. (Since U is expressible 
with “-” and “n”, by all Booleans we mean either “-” and “U”, or “-” and “n”, or “n” 
and “U”.) 
We try to use conventional notation. We introduce less usual notation at their first 
occurrence in the text. 
This paper will appear in two parts. This is the first part, it contains the non-finite 
axiomatizability results. The second part contains finite axiomatizability results together 
with the figure summarizing the results obtained and the problems left open. 
2. Non-finite axiomatizability of algebras of relations of higher rank (simple proof 
for non-finitizability in algebraic logic) 
Boolean set algebras can be considered as algebras of unary relations, and the the- 
ory of Boolean algebras proved to be very useful in different areas of mathematics. 
Beginning with De Morgan [48], many mathematicians made efforts to generalize 
Boolean algebras to algebras of relations of higher arity (e.g. Peirce [128], Schriider 
[ 1481). Continuing this line of research, Tarski, around 1949, defined the class RCA,, of 
algebras of n-ary relations as a candidate for playing the same role in first-order logic 
what Boolean algebras played in propositional logic. The first, most natural task was 
to generalize the finite axiom system known for Boolean algebras to axiom systems 
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for RCA,. Tarski proposed several such strengthenings of the axiom system of Boolean 
algebras, but it always turned out that the proposed axiom system was not strong 
enough to axiomatize RCA,. Finally, Monk proved in 1969 that RCA, is not finitely 
axiomatizable for n 23. (The hypothesis n 33 is important here because Henkin gave 
finite axiom systems for RCA,,, n 62.) Monk’s result is still one of the most important 
theorems in algebraic logic and trying to understand the equational theory of RCA, is 
one of the central questions of the field. 
If RCA,, is not finitely axiomatizable, then the next question is to see how com- 
plicated its equational theory is. W. Craig asked around 1968 whether RCA, can be 
axiomatized with equations using only three variables. This was a natural question be- 
cause of the following. Boolean algebras are axiomatized with equations using three 
variables, and Diamond and McKinsey [49] proved that Boolean algebras cannot be 
axiomatized with two variables, thus RCA, cannot be axiomatized with two variables, 
either. At the same time, all the natural non-trivial equations valid in RCA,, that one 
could think of were consequences of ones using only three variables4 so there was a 
possibility of obtaining an afhrmative answer to Craig’s question. 
Craig’s above problem is the first one in the last section of [log], where Monk raises 
several open problems concerning the structure of the equational theory of RCA,. We 
will give a negative answer to Craig’s problem published in [ 1091, see Theorem 1 
below. 
Theorem 1 is a corollary of the much stronger Theorem 3 in this section. Yet, we 
give a separate proof for Theorem 1. The reason for this is that the proof we give 
for Theorem 1 is a proof for Monk’s original theorem, too, and at the same time 
this proof is much simpler than the ones existing in the literature. Because of its 
importance in algebraic logic, there already were efforts to simplify Monk’s original 
proof. Works in this line are, e.g., [37, 961. The proofs of Monk, Comer, Maddux all 
use ultraproducts, they construct nonrepresentable algebras an ultraproduct of which is 
representable. Our proof does not use ultraproduct, we construct big nonrepresentable 
algebras the small-generated subalgebras of which are representable. This latter method 
was used in Jbnsson 186, Theorem 3.5.61 to show that the class of representable relation 
algebras cannot be axiomatized by using finitely many variables. 
Another reason for including a separate proof for Theorem 1 is that the proofs of 
later stronger theorems are refinements of the one of Theorem 1, and we believe that 
these refinements can be understood easier after reading the simple proof of Theorem 1. 
Let U be a set. Then P(U) denotes the powerset of U and $j3(U) denotes the 
Boolean algebra of all subsets of U. Let n be an ordinal. Then “U is the set of all 
U-termed sequences of length n, and thus .P(nU) is the set of all n-ary relations 
on U. Let s E n U, i <n and u E U. Then s(i/u) denotes the sequence we obtain from s 
by replacing its ith value with u. Let i, j <n. The unary operation c” on n-ary relations 
4 The equations in [70, 2.6.1 I] use many variables, but they all follow from CO@. y) co(x - y) gcoc, (C,X 
s$p - do, ). 
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over U and the constant d$’ E 9(” U) are defined as 
c:(X) = {s E “U: s(i/u) E X for some u e U}, 
d,? = {s E “U: s; = q} 
We often omit the upper indices U. Because of their geometrical meaning, the op- 
erations c, and d;, are also called cylindrifications and diagonal constants, respectively. 
Let 
FullRA,, = {(~(“U),c,CI’,d~)i,~<,: U is a set}. 
The class of all subalgebras of elements of FullRA, is called the class Cs,, of n- 
dimensional cylindric set algebras. The variety generated by FullRA,, is the class of all 
subdirect products of CS,‘s’ and is called RCA,, the class of representable cylindric 
algebras of dimension n. w denotes the smallest infinite ordinal. 
Theorem 1. Let n 3 3 be an arbitrar~~ (possibly igfinite) ordinal. Then RCA,, is not 
usiomutizable H’ith a set .Z of yuantijirr-jiee Jivmulas such thut .Z contains on/>> 
finitely many uariubles. 
Proof. PLAN: For all k <w we will construct an algebra 91~ such that 
(a) % @RCA,, 
(b) every k-generated subalgebra of ‘21k is in RCA,. 
This will prove the theorem because of the following: Assume that C is a set of 
quantifier-free formulas such that C contains at most k variables (Iz;ar(C)l <k <tn) 
and RCA,, k C. Then ‘?lk + C is easily seen as follows. Every k-generated subalgebra 
of ‘9&,. is in RCA,, and the validity of C in any algebra ‘13 depends only on the validity 
of C in the k-generated subalgebras of ‘23 because lvar(C)I <k and C contains no 
quantifiers. Thus 9Ik b C. However, 9lk @RCA,,, hence Mod(C) $ RCA,, showing that 
C does not axiomatize RCA,,. 
First we will give the proof for n >,to, because in this case we can use a simpler 
construction, and thus the idea of the proof will be easier to see. After this, we will 
give a proof that works for all n 23. 
The proqf’for n > w: 
5 For n C(J), this is a result of Tarski [151], originally proved by using representation theory. Today. using 
the theory of discriminator varieties, a fairly simple proof can be given for n < w, see e.g. [I 171. For n 2 tr), 
this IS a result in [74, Theorem 2.191, where Henkin and Tarski ask for a purely algebraic proof which can 
be found in [73. p. 100, Theorem 1.7.151, or in [72, 3.1.103]. This proof further can be simplified following 
the outline in [ 1171. 
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Construction of ‘Llk : Let m > 2k, m <CO and let (Ui: i <n) be a system of disjoint 
sets each of cardinality m. Let 
U= UCV;: kn}, let 
qE X Uj={SE"U: siE Uj for all i < PZ} be arbitrary, 
i<n 
R= 
1 
ZE X Ui: J{i<n: zi#gi}l<w , and let 
i c n > 
‘3’ be the subalgebra of (~(“U),ci,d~j)i,j<n generated by R. 
Then R is an atom of 2l’ because of the following: For any two sequences s,z f R 
there is a permutation B : U --f) U of U taking s to z and fixing R, i.e. o o s =z and 
R = {CT o p: p E R). If (r is a permutation of U fixing R, then o fixes all the elements 
generated by R because the operations of RCA,, are permutation invariant. Thus if 
a E A’ and s E a n R then R C a, showing that R is an atom of 2l’. 
We now “split R into m + 1 new ‘abstract’ atoms Rj each imitating R”. I.e. let 
Rj, j <,<m be m + 1 distinct elements, not in A’, and let !?I be an algebra of the same 
similarity type as 55’ such that 
9l’ C 2I, the Boolean part of ‘Zz is a Boolean algebra, 
Rj are atoms of 53 and CiRj = CiR for all j d m, i < r~, 
each element of 5% is a join of an element of 2I’ and of some Rj’S, 
ci distributes over joins, for any i < n, i.e. ci(x + y) = C~X -I- Ciy for all X, 4’ E A. 
m+l -many 
By the above, we have constructed our algebra 2l= Sk. 
Claim 1. 2I $ RCA,. 
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Proof. For i, j < n, i #j, let .sf(x) = c,(d, nx) and let s:(x) =x. Let 
r(x)= n Spc, ...C,xn n -4,. 
ICrn i</<rn 
Then %‘/=r(R)=O, because of the following. Let nU(q)={~ E”U: i{i < n: z, fyi}1 
< co}. 
cl . ..c.,,R= r/, x ,u x .,’ x u, x U,,, x . . . n”Ucy). 
m times 
s~c~...c,,,R=UX . . . X&X ... xUXU,,~ x . ..n’U(y’. 
n $c, . ..c.R= U,, x ... x u, x Unl+, x . n”Lf”l’. \ / 
i<,n m+ I times 
Then by 1 Uol <m we have that there is no repetition-free sequence in Ua x x r?;, 
(m + 1 times). Thus Ql’ b z(R) = 0. 
Then 9I b z(R) = 0 by ‘3’ C VI. Assume that 9I is represented somehow. Then there 
is a homomorphism h : ‘3 + (‘$3(’ W), ci, djj) i,,i < ,, for some set W such that h(R) # ti. 
We will derive a contradiction. By h(R) # 8 there is s E h(R). By R <co R, we have 
h(R)Ccoh(Ri), so there is w; such that s(O/w;)~h(R,), for all i<m. These IV,‘s are 
different from each other since the R;‘s are disjoint from each other, and so the h(R,)‘s 
are disjoint from each other. Consider the sequence 
z = (W&W,, . . . . Wrn,S,II,. . .). 
NOW z E s(h(R)) can be seen as follows. Let i, j < m, i fj. Then z E-di, by wi f M’,. 
Next we show z E syct . . c,h(R). By the definition of w;, (w,,s,, . .) E h(R,) C h(R), 
so (w;,w,, . , w,,s,+~,. . .) E cl . . . c,h(R), and thus z E co(do, ncl . . .c,h(R)) =$c, _. 
c,h(R). Therefore z E t(h(R)), a contradiction by VI /= T(R) = 0. 0 
Claim 2. The k-generuted subulgebrus of’ 2l urc in RCA,, 
Proof. Let G&A, IG\<k. For all i,j<m define 
R,cR, iff (VgEG)[Ridg * R,<g] 
Then E is an equivalence relation on {Rj: j d m} which has d 2’ blocks by 1 G/ <k. 
Let p denote the number of blocks of =, i.e. p = 1 {R,/ z : j < m}l<2” <m. Define 
B={uEA: (Vi,j<m)([R,=R; and RjdU] + R,<a)}. 
We now show that B is closed under the operations of Yl. Let i < 1 < n. 
(1) B clearly is closed under the Boolean operations. 
(2) d,, E B since R, $d{i for all j<m. 
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(3) Clearly, A’ C: B (since R is an atom of 2l’), and ciU E A’ for ail a E A. Thus c,b f B 
for all b E B. 
Let 23 C 2I be the subalgebra of 5?I with universe B. By G C. B, it is enough to show 
that !23 E RCA,. 
We will define an embedding h : ‘$3 ++ (!$3(“U), ci, dij)i,j < n. Notation: If ‘$3 is any 
Boolean algebra, X C B and x E B, then we say that X is a parfition of x (in 23) pro- 
vided that XX =x, and for all different a, b E X we have a. b = 0 # a. Let (yi: j < p) = 
{~(Rj/-):j<m}. Th en ( . . ) y,. J < p is a partition of R in %, Ciyj = Ci R for all j < p 
and i < n and every element of 23 is a join of some element of A’ and of some 39’s. 
So, 23 looks like 
(m-many 
We are going to define the images of the yj’s under the embedding h. Let Q = (0, 1, 
. . . , m - 1) and let (Q, -t, 0) be any commutative group. For each i < n let Ji : l_Ji H, Q 
be a bijection such that J;.(‘i) = 0. For ,j < m define 
R:‘= {z E R: x(fi(zi): i < tz,=j} . 
(Here C denotes taking sum in the group (Q, i-,0).) Then Ry C “U and it is not 
difficult to check that the Ry’s are disjoint from each other and 
CiRy = CiR for all i < n. 
Define for all j < p - 1 
R; = Ry, 
We are ready to define the embedding h of B.: We define for all b E B 
h(b)=(b - R)u u{R;:j < p, y&}. 
It is not difficult to check that h is an embedding h : ‘23 H (q(“U), ci, dg),j cn. 
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In more detail: h preserves U, -. h(b) = 0 implies h = 0. h(d,/) = &. Now we check 
C,k(b) = k(qb). 
c;k(b)=C, [(b-R)uU{R;: y,<b}] 
= c;(b - R) u u {c,Ri: y.j <b} 
=C;(h-R)UlJ{Ci~j: Yj<b} 
=C, [(b-R)UlJ{+Vj: .Vjbb}] =Cib. 
k(Cib)=(Cib-R)U U{Ri: _j\ l v <C-b} =c,b. since (ZIj)_vj<c,b iff R<cib, and R$c;h iff 
c,b=c,b -R. 0 
By the above we have proved Theorem 1 for n 3 co 
Remark 1. In the above proof, we used n 3 cc) only in the proof of Claim 1, where 
we expressed 1 U, / <m by translating the formula 
into an RCA,,-term. (n,_s;ct c,nR n n,, iGm -Q, = 0 is a direct translation of this.) 
In the above formula we use m + 1 variables, therefore we need m + I “indices” in the 
translated term, i.e. we need n >/m + 1. 
Therefore in the case n <m we cannot use the above straightforward method for 
“counting Uo”. In the case n <m we will use the following idea: If Uo x Uo is the 
union of m functions, then 1 U,( <m. The formula expressing Uo x Uo is the union of 
m functions Fo, . . . , F,,_, is the following. 
( Uo(vo> A Uo(v) + v qcov, )) A A (F,(COCl ) A qL’ou*) + Cl = L’2 J<m , < m ) 
The translation of this formula will be the equations 
c,RnspClR c U (4: j < m}, Fi nS:Fj 2 d12, for j < m. 0 
The following proof works for all n 3 3. However, in order to make the proof shorter 
(i.e. to avoid writing down some details needed only in the case n 3 o), we will assume 
n < 01. 
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The proof for 3 < n < w: 
Construction of (Uk: Let m > 2k, m < w and let (Vi: i < n) be a system of disjoint 
sets each of cardinality m such that UQ = (0, _ . . , m - 1). Let 
U = U {Vi: i <n}, 
R = X Vi = (s E “U: si E Ui for all i < n}, 
i<n 
F={sE”U: sg,sl E UO, $1 =sg f l(modm)}, and let 
%?I’ be the subalgebra of (p(“U), ci, dij)i,j< n generated by R,F. 
Now R is an atom of %?I’ and this can be seen exactly as in the case of IZ 2 w. Let 9I 
be the algebra we obtain from 2I’ by splitting R into m + 1 new atoms Rj, j dm. 
Claim 3. 2l @RCA,. 
Proof. For any j define 
~={~~“U:so,st EU& sl =se+j(modm)}. 
We will show that F/ E A’, for all j. F = F1 E A’ by definition. Assume that F; E A’, we 
will show that Fj+l EA’, too. It is easy to check that 
4,i ==c&4 fls,OF) 
as follows. $4 = {s E”U: s:! =sg +j(modm)}, @= {S E “iJ: si =s2 + I (modm)}, 
hence s~~;ns~F=(s~~U: SO,SI,SZE Ua, S~=SO +j(modm), SI =SZ + l(modm)}, 
therefore c2(s~Fjns,OF)={~E”U: SO,S~ E UO, ~1 =SO + j + 1 (modm)}=Fj+i. By 
FO = F,, we have shown 
Fo,...,F,_i EA’. (1) 
Also, each Fj satisfies 
&ns;F;cd,, (2) 
by ~ns;~={s~“U: s0,sI,s2fU~, s1 =SO + j(modm), ~2 =sg +j(modm))Gdi~. 
Finally, we also have 
U~xU~x”-2U=U(E;:j<m} 
since for any u, v E UO if j = v - u (modm) then v = u f j, hence s(O/u, l/v) E Fj, for 
any s E “U. Thus 
clRns~clR~ U{F;: j<m} (3) 
since qR n.sfqR 2 {s E “U: so,sl E UO}. By 2I’ C ‘?I, (2) and (3) hold in 24 too. 
Assume that ‘$I is represented somehow. Then for some W there is a homomo~hism 
h: a+ (V(nW),ci,4j)i,j<, such that h(R) #O. We will derive a contradiction. By 
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h(R) #O there is s E h(R). By R<co Ri we have k(R) 2 coh(Rj), so there is u’, such 
that s(O/wi) E h(Ri), for all i dm. These wi’s are different from each other since the 
R,‘s are disjoint from each other, and so the h(Ri)‘s are disjoint from each other. 
Consider the sets 
H={w,: i<m} and G={w~H:s(l/w)~h(F,) for somejim}. 
Then IHI =m+ 1. ICI <m can be seen as follows. Assume +v, ~1’ E G such that .s( 1,)~ ), 
s(~/Iv’)E~(~). Then ~(1/~,2i~~‘)~c2h(Fl)ns:czh(F;)=h(czF;ns:czF,) cl h(dl?) =dlz, 
therefore IV = w’. We have seen IG/ <m. By IH1 = m + 1 then there is i < nz with 
w, E H\,G. Consider the sequence 
;= (S”.VVI,S2,S3 )...) =s( I/hi). 
Then z~c,h(R)ns~c,h(R) by s~h(R),s(o/w,)~h(R,)Ch(R). But z@ IJ {h(R,): 
j <m} by M/i $! G. Thus qh(R)ns~c,h(R) $ IJ (h(5): j <m} contradicting clRn.sycl 
R 2 U (4: j < m}. Therefore 91 is not representable, i.e. 9I @ RCA,. 0 
Claim 4. The k-generated subalqebrus qf ‘21 m-e in RCA,,. 
The proof of Claim 4 is exactly the same as that of Claim 2. We omit the proof of 
Claim 4. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 17 
Remark 2. We can obtain from the proof of Theorem 1 a set of equations “witnessing” 
non-finite axiomatizability of RCA,. Below, we will give a sequence (e,,: m < (11) of 
stronger and stronger equations valid in RCA, such that any first-order formula valid 
in RCA,, can imply only finitely many of the equations e,,, m < to. 
The equations we can get from the proof of Theorem 1 if n > (0 are 
lrt CO x.x,. n 1 -Xj f CO . C,fl i rI SPC, . c',,X -di, I c 171 i#/iTil i,, < 111. I # ; 1 
Let us denote the above equation by e,,. Then RCA,, b {e,: m < W} follows by the 
proof of Claim 1. Let ‘?I be the algebra constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 (case 
n 3 (0) with / Uol = m. Then rU k e, by the proof of Claim 1, while 2I /= {ei: i < m} 
can be proved by a similar argument as in the proof of Claim 2. Thus the sequence 
(e,,: m < w) is strictly “getting stronger” in the sense that {e,: i < m} Fe, for all 
m < to. 
Let C be a set of quantifier-free formulas valid in RCA,,, and using only k variables. 
Let m > 2k. Then 91 b C by Claim 2, while 91 k em, showing that C k e, for all tn > 2” 
Thus C can imply only finitely many of the equations e,, m < W. Let v, be any first- 
order formula valid in RCA,. Then cp follows from a finite set C of equations valid 
in RCA,,, because RCA, is a variety (and by the compactness theorem). Thus cp can 
imply only finitely many of the equations e,, m < tr). 
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The analogous equations for all n > 3 are the following. Let x,x0,. . . ,x,, ~0,. . . y,_ 1 
be variables and let E, denote the following equation6 
4 CO X . Xi n i -Xj <COCICZ l-I CIX sI)c,x - [c2y, - C*(S:C2Yj - d12)1. rem i#j<m jcm 
The class CA,, of “n-dimensional cylindric algebras” is defined with the following 
finite set (of schemas) of equations valid in RCA,,. For any i, j, k < n, i, j, k different 
the Boolean equations, 
X<CiX =CjCiX, Ci(X + y)= cjx + cjy, c; - cjx = - cjx, 
CiCjX=CjClX, 
dii = 1, d;j = dj; = ck(dik . dkj), d;j ci(dfj ' X) <x. 
Clearly, RCA, c CA,,. The class CA,, is considered as an “approximation” of RCA,, and 
it is of interest to see what kind of equations are valid in RCA,, that do not hold in 
CA,. The equations in Remark 2 are all such. ’ CA, is the first member in a sequence 
of varieties SNu,CA, approximating RCA,. We now define the classes SNr,,CA,. 
If 2I E CA, and n <m then it is easy to check that the subset Nr,‘% = {x E A: x = CjX 
for all j 3 n, j < m} is closed under the operations of CA,,. Then one defines s 
and 
SNr,CA, = {au: $3 C %r,!B for some 23 E CA,}. 
It is easy to check that CA, = SNr,,CA, > SNr,,CA n+~ > . 2 RCA,,. Henkin [67] proved 
that RCA,, = 0 {SNr,CA,+,: m < co} = SNr,,CA,+k for all k 3 co and Monk [ 1091 
proved that RCA, # SNr,,CA,+, for all m < co. Monk [ 1071 proved that SNr,CA, are 
varieties. 9 
So the varieties SNr,,CA,+,, approximate the variety RCA, better and better as m 
approaches infinity, but they never reach RCA,,. Monk [ 1091 asked whether SNr,,CA,+, 
is finitely axiomatizable (if m > 0). The following theorem gives a negative answer for 
m 2 2. For m = 1 an affirmative answer is given in [5]. We note that Theorem 2 is a 
generalization of Theorem 1, by RCA,, = SNr,,CA,+,,. 
h The following simplification is due to Agnes Kurucz: Ihs~coclc2([c~x.spc~x - c czy,] + c,,, (c2yi. 
SiC2Yj -dl2)). 
'With the exception of ~O,EO. 
8 Cf. e.g. [70, 2.6.281. This class was introduced by Henkin. 
9 For proof see also [70, 2.6.32(ii)]. Ferenczi [56] investigates the question: for which superclasses .X of 
CA n+o is it true that RCAn =SNu,X These questions are related to the proof theory of first-order logic. 
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Theorem 2. Let n > 3 und m > 2. Then SNr,,CA,,+,,, is not finitely uxiomutidde. Mow- 
owr, SNr,CA,,, is not axiomatizablr with uny set c~f’ quant$er;fiw ,fbrmulus con- 
tuining oniy ,finit+ many wriahlrs. 
Proof. Let {~c,,,: m < co) be the second sequence of equations in Remark 2. We will 
show that 
(1) SNr,,CA,_~ + E,,t for all m < w. 
(2) ‘u p &z, where ‘LT is the algebra constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 for the 
case ~33, with ~UQ[ =m. 
This will prove the theorem because of the following. Let 2<p and assume that Z 
is a set of quantifier-free formulas valid in SNr,zCA,,+, and using only k variables. 
Let tn 2 2” and let 31 be the algebra constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 for the 
case n 23 with /L’o\ = m. Then % + Z by Claim 4 because RCA,, C SNr,C.4,, ,>. But 
VI p F,,, by (2). Thus ‘!Jl$ SNr,,CA,,,,, by (1) because .SNr-,7CA,,+I, C_SNr,CA,,,z + I:,,!. 
This shows that C is not an axiomatization of SNr,,CA,,,,. 
We now start proving (1). Being in SNr,,CA,+ 1 means that, in deriving equations, 
we can use the operations ci, d;j for i, j E (0, 1, . , n,n+ l}, and apart from the cylindric 
equations for these we also can use x= c,x =c *ricr.~ if x is a variabte. Let us define 
the following term: ‘* 
Clearly, x 0 0 = 0. We will prove the following: 
(3) .Y. coy6(cIX I sfc,y) 0 4’; 
(4) .X 0 y<c’rx; 
(5) x~(~+z)=(XOy)+(xoz), (X+y)oz=(Xo~)+(~oZ); 
(6) x~(~-~f=(~~~)-(~o~)ifx~~~~~d~~, X=CZS. 
(Of these, (3)-(5) hold in SNr,jC4 z n+fr but (6) does not hold in SNrhCA,,~ .) Assuming 
now (3)-(6) above we will prove E,,~, and after this we will derive (3)--(6). 
To simplify notation, let us introduce 
q=u.n{-6: j<m}. 
Then X <x, and therefore it is enough to prove n,,, CO& dc~crg. Clearly, the Xi’s 
are disjoint, &6X. Also, udy+ c,._, .t Y. and we note that C~Z. ciy = c;(z . ciy) holds 
in CA,. ALSO, it is easy to show that );,si I$ <dtz, q =CZ yi as follows. I’ Let 
“‘This is the n-my version of composition defined e.g. in [72, 5.3.71. 
” Actually, it is true in CA,,, 1723 that (J,= C~J‘ A J. sj~.$dlz) iff J’=Q.V - CZ[S~C:!J~ - d(z) 
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z =sic2yj - d12. Then ~25 = Q(C~Y~ - c~z)= C2yj . ~2 - QZ = c2Yj - C~Z = I;. Also 
$ . ~iq . -dlZ < -c2(sic2yj - d12) . slc2yj . AdI2 
< -c2(sic2yj - d12). C2(sic2yj - d12)=0. 
Now by the above and (3), (5) we obtain 
rI coxj = c()& . co 
i<m 
n coz=co ko.z co&j =co~(xo.coz) 
i4m 
<C(l~(fJoX,)<COn g”X,+cI;oX, 
i<m i<m i jtm ) 
= co 
c(n 
(5 0X;): fEm+‘{9> yo ,..., Ynl-I> . 
i<m I 
Let fEm+‘{g,Yo,...,Y,_I}. If gERngf then by (5) and (4), n{J 04: i,<m}< 
goX~c~g.Assumeg~Rngf.Thenby~{~:j<m}~<m+l,therearei<j<m+1 
with & = fi. Then by (6), by Yk . si Yk <d 12, Yk = c2Yk and by xi ’ Xj =O we obtain 
(J; oX;).(fj oXj)=O, hence n{J; OX,: i<m}=O. Thus n,,,c&<coclg and we 
are done. 
To finish showing SNr,,CA,+l /= E,, we are going to prove (3)-(6). First we note 
that the following hold in every CA,: Let i, j, k < m. 
qx . y) = sp . s; y 
s&x = cjx 
i k k 
SjSiCjy=Sj Ciy 
CiX ' Cj,V=Cj(X ' Cjy) 
[70, 1.5.31. 
[70, 1.5.8(i)]. 
[70,1.5.1 l(i)]. 
[7O,p. 1621. 
k 
Cisi C,x = CkCix 
s,$x = six 
Sbd</=dkj if i#j 
dq '$X= dij 'SJ"X 
[70,1.5.10(i)]. 
[70,1.5.4(i)]. 
[70,1.5.6]. 
$c,@ = c,+ if k $ {i, j}. [70, 1.5.8(ii)]. 
Proof of (3): 
(CIX . spc, y) 0 y = c&s;(c,x spc, y) . s,oy) 
= c,(s;c,x . s;spc, y s,oy) 
= c,(c,x . s,“c, y . s,oy) 
= c,(c,x s,“y) 
= c,(c,c,x . s,oc, y) 
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= C,,((‘,,CIX . &y) 
0 = C,,(‘IX c,ps,c,y 
= C[C,,X c()c,,y = CIX . coy 3.x . Co)‘. 
Pvoqf’ OJ’ (4): 
Proof c?f’ (5 ): This is true because c,,,sL, s,” are “additive”. 
PI-oaf oJ’ (6): Assume x six <d,z, cg =x and let k = n + 1. First we show that s,:x 
s;.x=s,l,x drlk. 
SAX six = s,l,x . s;s;x 
=s,1(x’s~x)=s~(c~x.s;c*x) 
=.$(&x s;s;c2x, 
=s,Js:(x.s:x)~s~s~~~,~ =d,,n-, 
hence 
.~~,~~~s~.x=sfx~s~x~d~i:=s~x~d~h. 
It is proved in [72, p. 2161 that 
c,,(s,~x sRy> = q(six f s,Oy) if x = c,ckx, y =c,~ky. 
Now 
(x 0 y) (x 0 z) = c&x s,oy) .q&x . s,oz> 
= c,(s,jx s,oy c&x s;z>> 
= c,(s,;x s.f,v c/&x . $z)) 
= C,,(S,ICkX . SfCkL’ . c&x $z)) 
= C,,(CkSljX c&y . c&!x sfz)) 
= C,,Ck(S!X . .s,oy s:x s,“z) 
= c,,q(dnk SAX. s,oy s;z) 
=c,,ck(d,,k .S;X .s,oy .S;Z) 
=(.,~~(d,zx .s;,x.s;(y.z)) 
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= C,,Ck(d,,n_ . S;C~X ’ s,o(ck y. C/J)) 
=C,&(d,k X-&~Ps~(y~z)> 
=c,(s~“r~s~(y’z))=xo(y~z). 
Finally, we prove (2). Let %!I and m be as in the statement of (2). Let us evaluate 
the variables X,SQ, . . . ,xmr ~0,. . , ymm- I to R,Ro, . . . ,R,, FQ, . I., F,_ I respectively. Then 
for all idm we have Ri =R n Ri f~ nifjsst -Rj, and so the left-hand-side of E,~ wilI 
be ceR $r 0, by cooRi = c& for all i<m. On the other side, c2F; - c~(s$.@ - d12) =F; 
for all j cm, and thus the right-hand-side of am is 0 by CI R f? syq R = Uo x Uo x U2 x 
. ..~FOlJ~~’ u &- 1. This finishes the proof of (2). Cl 
Remark 3. Let e be an equation valid in RCA,. We say that the ‘“complexity of e is 
m” if e can be derived with m extra dimensions but e cannot be derived with nz - I 
extra dimensions, i.e. if S~~~~C~~+~ /= e but SNrECA,,,_ i /# e if m > 0. It is showed 
in [5] that the members of the second sequence of equations in Remark 2 have all 
complexity 2 (except ~0 whose complexity is 0). 
It follows from the results of Henkin and Monk quoted just before Theorem 2 that 
every equation valid in RCA, has a finite complexity and that there are equations of 
arbitrary big complexities. The question naturally arises whether there are equations of 
complexity m, for all m <co. This is asked in [109], and this is Problem 2.12 in [70]. 
The answer is affirmative for n30, this is an unpublished result of Don Pigozzi. The 
problem for n <o is still open, only the following partial results are known: Maddux 
[loo] proved that if n = 3 then for every m 23 there is an equation whose complexity 
is between m and (3m - 7). Andreka [S] proved that I2 for every n 33, m <,cn, m <co 
there is an equation valid in RCA,, whose complexity is m. To prove this, the members 
e, of the first sequence of equations given in Remark 2 are used, namely it is proved 
in [5] that SNr,CA,,+,+~ + e,?* while SIW~CA~,+~ p e,,. We note that the equation e, is 
“meaningful” whenever m <n. q 
The next question to ask is which operations cause the non-finite axiomatizabil- 
ity. One immediately thinks of the cylindrifications as responsible for this, and indeed 
Johnsson [Sl] proved that already the diagonal-free reducts of RCA, are not finitely ax- 
iomatizable. (The cylindrifications in themselves are finitely axiomatizable see [65, 661, 
their interconnection with the Boolean operations is so complex as to cause non-finite 
axiomatizability.) Do the diagonal constants contribute to non~nite axiomatizabili~ of 
RCA,? In other words: Can the behaviour of the diagonal constants be described by 
finitely many formulas assuming that we know (as an oracle) all the formulas holding 
for the other operations? An equivaIent fo~ulation of this question is whether there is 
an axiom system for IIC.4, in which the diagonal constants occur finitely many times 
I2 As special cases of the result, it was already known that there are equations of complexity 1 (see [ IO9]), 
if n = 3 then there are equations of complexities 2 and 3 (see [loo]), and if nge, then there are equations 
of complexity n3 for all 18 <(I> (Don Pigozzi). 
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only. This question is Problem 1 in Johnson [81] and is restated as Problem 5.4 in 
the monograph [72]. The next two theorems give a negative solution to these prob- 
lems. They state that the diagonal constants are not so “simple” as they seem to be, 
their interconnections with the Boolean and cylindric operations cannot be described 
with finitely many variables. (We note that the interconnections of the diagonal con- 
stants with the Boolean operations can be described with finitely many formulas (see 
Proposition 2 in Part II) and the interconnections of the diagonal constants with the 
cylindrifications clearly can be described with one variable, since the cylindrifcations 
are unary operations.) 
The proofs of the theorems to come are variations of the one of Theorem 1. Therefore 
we state some parts of the proof of Theorem 1 as lemmas, because we want to USC 
them several times. In the following lemmas, let cx be any set. 
Lemma 1. Let 91 he the subul~gebru qf’ ($(“U). c,“‘. d”’ ,, ,,,, tr ~Jlr?Wl'&'d by G c .y(“c’). 
Let S(U) dtwotr the srt qf’ull permutr~tions of U und let 
A.ss~nw thut R E A is such thut 
(*I 
Proof. For x 5 “U let us write ox for 
UJ’ = y then for all i, j E M 
(00s: s EX}. I3 It is easy to check that if (TX = .t-. 
0(x + J,) =x + ?‘, a( -x) = --x. a(&) = ui,. a(r;x) = (‘ix. 
Thus (TX =x for all .Y l A, (T E Fi.v(G). Let x E A, and assume that x f’ R # @. We will 
show R Lx, and this will prove that R is an atom of ‘3. Let s cx n R and let z E R be 
arbitrary. Then there is 0 E Fix(G) such that z = 0 o s, by (*). Then z EX by x 2 C.Y, 
s t x, I’ = (T o s. Thus R C x and we are done. S 
Lemma 2. Let m be an). cardinal, (U,: i E cc) be CI .q:rtem of' sets rach ha~~iny wr- 
tlinulit~~ >m. und let lJ > U {U,: i E x}. Then there ik II prrrtition (R,: ,j <nz) o/’ 
R = XIEr U, .such that 
c,(‘R, = c,” R .fbr ull i E x urzd j < m 
Proof. We define an equivalence relation on R: For any s.z E R 
,y = - __ ti /{iEr: s,#z,}l<fo. 
Let S C R be a set of representatives for E-, i.e. S contains exactly one sequence from 
each block of =. Let (Q +,O) be any commutative group with Q = {,j: j cm}. For 
” This is denoted by iii in [72, 3.1.371 
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any s E S and i E CI let J;:’ : Ui H* Q be an onto mapping such that f;“(si)=O. If x is 
a finite subset of Q, then we let C x be the sum of the elements of X, computed in 
the group (Q, +, 0). We note that s c z implies that LT(zi) # 0 for only finitely many 
i< x, so that for s zz, the sum C (J;“(q): i E cx) is always defined. For j<m define 
RT={zER: ZEZ’S and C{#(zi): iE%}=j}, 
Rj = U {Ry: s E S}. 
Now clearly, (R,: j <m) is a partition of R. 
Let i E ct, j <m and z E R. We want to show z E c”Rj. Let s E S be such that z ES. Let 
u E Q be such that u+L) (f[(zc): I E c(, I # i} = j. Then z(i/u) E Rj, hence z E cZvR,f. Cl 
Definition. If b is a Boolean algebra and f : I3 +B then we say that f is additive if 
f(x + v) = f(x) + f(y) for all x, y E B. Let 2l be any Boolean algebra with additive 
operations ci, i E M and possibly with some extra constants. Let m be any cardinal and 
let R be any atom of $?I (i.e. any atom of the Boolean part of X). We say that the 
algebra 2I’ is obtained from 2I by splitting R into FFZ parts Rj, j <m if the following 
(i)-(iv) hold. I4 
{i) 2I’ is a Boolean algebra with additive operations cf, in cx and with the same 
constants as Cu. 
(ii) 2I C Cu’. 
(iii) c(Rj = c, R for all j <m and i E 3, and (Rj: j <m) is a partition of R. 
(iv) Each element of Cu’ is a (Boolean) join of an element of ‘21 and of finitely or 
cofinitely (in m) many Rj’s, i.e. for any x E A’ there are a E A and J C m such 
that x = ta + x {Rj: j E J} and either J or m/J is finite. 
It is easy to check that for any %, R,m as in the h~othesis part of the definition, 
there is, up to isomorphism, exactly one ‘II’ satisfying (i)-(iv). We shall denote the 
algebra obtained from 21 by splitting R into m parts with split@& R, m). 
Since split(!H, R, m) is defined only up to isomorphism, everything in the following 
lemma is understood up to isomorphism. Let ‘2X,23 be not necessarily similar algebras 
and let h :A + B. Let f be a common operation symbol of %I and %. We say that 
15 :Cu + 23, or h : A --+ B, is a ~zu~o~zorphis~ w.r. t. J’if h : (A, flu) --+ (B, f%) is a homo- 
morphism. We say that h : iu + 23 is a Boolean homomo~hism if h is a homomo~hism 
w.r.t. the Boolean operations t, -. 
Lemma 3. Let Cu, 23 he Boolean algebras with additive operations c,, i E a and, 
possibly, with additional constants, let R be an atom of M, und m,ml ,m2, k be nonzero 
cardinals, k -CO. Then ( l)-(5) below hold. 
I4 Though we call 81’ obtained from % by splitting, this is not a special case of splitting as described in f70, 
2.6.121. This is a special case of “dilation” as described in 172, 3.2691 (we take ati = aj. for all K, i, E 8). 
The name “splitting” is justified by aiming in both constructions at having disjoint elements (a,: j < m) such 
that c,aj = c,q for all i E u, j < m. 
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( 1) 2I = spbt( au, R, 1) and split( a, R, m 1) 2 spfit( ‘%, R, ml ) if m 1 < m2. 
(2) c,a E A for ull i E Y. und a E split(%, R, m). 
(3) Any k-generated subalgebra of’ split@& R, m) is u subulgebru of split(BI, R, 2h ). 
(4) Let Z be un utom of 23 and let h: ‘i?I + 23 be u Booleun homomorphism tuking 
R to Z. Let ml <mz. Then there is an extension h of h with the following prop- 
erties ,for all i E N(: 
h : .spplit( 9l, R, m I) ---f split(%), Z, m2) is II Booleun homomorphism. 
h is u homomorphism w.r.t. ci ifs h is such. 
h is one-to-one ifs h is such. 
(5) Assume thut h : 2l~ (Q(“U),C,~,~~),,~~, is (I Booleun embedding und h(R) = 
XiEz Ui such that (Ut: i E U) is u system of disjoint sets euch huving cmdinulit_) 
>m. Then h curt be extended to u Booleun embedding h:split(%,R,m)~ (+@(“U), 
C,“. d,y)i,,Er such that h is u homomorphism 1tx.r. t. the sume operutions of’ 
split(cU, R, m) w. r. t. which h is such. 
Proof. Checking (2) and 2l= split(%, R, 1) is straightforward by using the definition 
of split(2I, R, m). 
(4): For any set H, let Cof(H) denote the set of all finite and cofinite subsets of H. 
Assume ml d m2 and let x : ml ---) CoJ‘(m2) be such that 
the sets x(j), j <ml are nonempty and pairwise disjoint, and 
U{x(j): j<ml}=mz if ml <co. 
Let p=m2\U{x(j): j<ml}. For any xEsplit(‘%,R,ml) let J(x)={j<ml: R,<x} 
and define 
h(x) = 
i 
h(x - R) + C {Zi: i E IJ {x(j): j E.!(x)}} if IJ(x)l < 01, 
h(x - R) f C {a: i E U {x(j): j EJ(x)} U p} if lJ(x)l 30. 
It is easy to check that h is a Boolean homomorphism into split(!& Z, mz), h is an exten- 
sion of h and h(x) # 0 whenever 0 #x < R. Thus % is one-to-one iff h is such. Let i E r 
and x E split(%,R,ml). Assume that h is a homomorphism w.r.t. c,. If x ‘R = 0 then 
x E A, hence h(cix) = h(qx) = c;h(x) = c;%(x). So assume x. R # 0. Then ci(x R) = c, R 
and cf(h(x,R))=c,Z by O#‘i;(x.R)<Z. Now 
h(c,x)=h(c,(x -R) + q(x.R))=c,h(x - R) + qh(R>, 
and 
c,&(x) = c,(h((x - R) + (x . R)) = c;(h(x - R) + h(x R)) = c;h(x - R) + c;Z. 
Thus h(c;x) = S%(x) by h(R) = Z. (4) has been proved. 
The second part of (l), i.e. split(2l,R, ml ) C split(21, R, m2) if ml <m2 follows im- 
mediately from (4). 
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(5): Let everything be as in the hypothesis part of (5). Let (5:: j < m) be a partition 
of R’ = Xifx Ui which exists by Lemma 2, i.e. cuRi = cs~R’ for all i E x and j <m. 
Define for all x E split(91, R, m) 
iS(X)=k(x-R)+x{R$: RjdX}. 
It is easy to check, exactly as above in the proof of (4), that % satisfies the requirements 
in (5). 
(3): Let ‘8’ be obtained from YI by splitting R into 172 parts Rj, j <m and let 
‘$I” be the subalgebra of ‘8’ generated by some G C ‘?I’, IGI 6 k. We want to show 
rU” G syfit( ‘u, R, 2k ). 
We define an equivalence relation = on m as follows. For all i, j <m 
Then z has < 2” blocks by / Gl d k. Define 
B={uE~I’: (b’i,j<m)[irj and RjgU + R;$a]}. 
We now show that B is closed under the operations of $3’. B clearly is closed under 
the Boolean operations. Clearly, A C B since R is an atom of ‘9. Hence cib E B for 
all i E a, b E B by (2), and all the constants of %I are in B. Let B be the subalgebra 
of M’ with universe B. Clearly, G 5 B, hence (9I” C 23 and so it is enough to show 
% c split( 2I, R, 2k ). 
First we show that there is at most one infinite block of Z. Indeed, assume that 
_Ji, JZ are infinite blocks of Z, and let i E.JI, j E -12. By i $ j there is g E G such that 
Iii<9 and Rj$g OT Rj<g and Ri$g. We may assume Ri<Y, Ri$g. Then Rl<y for 
all 1 E Jl and RI $g for all 1 E J2. This is a contradiction by {I <m: RI <g} E Cof (m). 
Thus there is at most one infinite block of Z. Let p be the number of blocks of E. 
Since k <w and p ~2~, then = h as finitely many blocks. Thus if z has an infinite 
block, it has to be cofinite. Let (Jl: 1 <p) be the partition belonging to s. For any 
I < p define 
R’,= x{R,: jEJ[}. 
This sum always exists because JI E Coj’(m) by the above. Then (Ri: 1 c: p) is a parti- 
tion of R in B, i.e. Ri are disjoint, nonzero elements of ‘23 such that C (R’,: 1< p) = R. 
Also, c:Ri = CiR for all E < p and i E x, and /{RI,: I< p> I= p. Clearly, %I 2 % C split 
(%,R,m), hence conditions (i)-(iii) in the definition of split(%, R, p) are satisfied. Fi- 
nally, we check condition (iv). Let x E B. Then x = a + c {Rj: j E J> for some a E A 
and J E C@(m) such that J is a union of some blocks of s. Let J’ = {I < p: Jl C J}. 
Then clearly C {Rj: j E J} = c {Ri: j E J’} an we are done. Therefore condition (iv) d 
also holds, so ‘93 g spIit(2I, R, p). Ll 
We will need one more lemma. For any o E ‘ct and any set x of a-sequences let 
s,(x) = {X s o r~ E x}. We will use the part of Lemma 4 below concerning S, later in 
Theorem 6. 
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Lemma 4. Let U, W be sets and let g : 2 W + “U. Let h : Y(“U) + Y(” W) be defined 
b), 
h(x)={sE”W: g(s)~x} 
for all x 2 ‘c’. Then (i)-(iii) below hold jbr all i, j E x und x C “U: 
(i) h is a Boolrun homomorphism. 
(ii) h(d;y ) = d/,’ lfl (Vs E ’ W)[s, =s, ++ Ye = g(s)i]. 
(iii) cr’h(x)= h(c,L’x) iff _fklr all s E ‘W ,r’e hace [(3u E U)y(s)(i/u) ox H (3w E W) 
g(s(ijw)) E x]. 
(iv) Assumr that ti : W + U for all i E 2: W # 8 and g is such that g(s)! = t,(s,) ,fk 
al(sE’W, iEsr. Let iEa and uE”z. Then 
h is u homomorphism vv.r. t. Ci qf t, is onto L’, 
h is OME-~I~C $f (ti is onto U for all i E x), 
h is a homomorphism w.r. t. s, #‘(t, = t,(,) JOr a11 i E 3). 
Proof. The proofs of (i), (ii) are straightforward, therefore we omit them. The proof 
of (iii) is straightforward, too, but we include it. Let .s E ‘W. Then 
s E c,!‘h(x) iff (3~ E W)s(i/w) E h(x) iff (3~1 E W)g(s(i/w)) EX 
and 
s E h(c,“x) iff g(s) E +x iff (3~ E U)g(s)(i/u) E x, 
which immediately imply (iii). (iv): It is easy to check that 
g(s(i/w)) = g(s)(i,lt!w) for all s E “W, i E 2, w E W 
therefore h is a homomorphism w.r.t. ci if ti is onto U by (iii). Let x C ’ W, s E x. If t, 
is onto U for all i E I, then there is z E ‘W such that s, = t,z; for all i E ‘CX, thus z E h(x). 
This shows that h is one-one if ti are onto U for all i E x. Assume that t, = t,, for all 
i E x. Then 
y(s 0 a) = g(s) 0 0 for all s E ‘W 
because for i E a, g(s o a); = tl(s o CJ), = ti(s,,) and (y(s) o a), = g(s),,i = t,,(s,,). Then 
.Y E h(s,x) iffy(s) E S,(X) iff g(s)oa EX iff g(soa) EX iff so0 E h(x) iff s E s,h(x). Thus 
h is a homomorphism w.r.t. s,. We are going to check the “only if” parts. Assume 
that u E U\Rng t, and let s E ‘W be arbitrary. Let z = g(s)(i/u). Then h( {z}) = 0 and 
s E h(c,{z}), s $cjh<{z}) h s owing that h is not otte-one and is not a homomorphism 
w.r.t. c,. Let u E ‘c(, i E c( and assume that ti # t,,, say t;(w) # to;(w). Let z E ‘W be 
such that z; = NJ and let x = {,q(z o 0)). Then .y(z o a) # g(z) o cr and so z E s,h(x) but 
z $ h(s,x). 0 
We are ready to state Theorem 3. Let =Cs, denote the class of all Cs,,‘s with 
greatest elements of form “U with U infinite. 
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Theorem 3. Let C be a set of quantijier-free formulas axiomatizing RCA,,, n 3~. 
Let k be any natural number and let e < n. Then C contains injinitely many jormulas 
in which at least one diagonal constant with index L, more than k cylindrtjications, 
and more than k variables occur. The same holds with X in place of RCA,, for any 
X such that 33Cs,, 2 X C RCA,,. 
Proof. Plan: Assume first that e=O. At the end of the proof we will show how to 
eliminate this assumption. 
Let C and k be as in the statement of the theorem. Let 2Ik be the algebra constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 1. We will prove the following: 
(i) For any I C n, 111 <k there is a representation of (Uk as a ooCs, in which all 
the operations are the natural ones except for ci, i $ I. 
(ii) There is a representation of ‘& as a ocCs, in which all the operations are the 
natural ones except for doi, die, i <n. 
I,Cs, denotes the class of all algebras isomorphic to an element of mCsn. We proved 
in Theorem 1 that 
(iii) Any k-generated subalgebra of 2lk is representable, in fact is in I,Cs,. 
This will prove the theorem because of the following: Let 3oCs,, C X C RCA,. Let 
Cc denote the set of all quantifier-free formulas valid in X which contain at most k 
cylindrifications, Cd denote the set of all quantifier-free formulas valid in X which 
contain no diagonal with index 0 and let Cr denote the set of all quantifier-free formulas 
valid in X which contain at most k variables. By (i)-(iii) above and mCs, C X we 
have that !& k C’ U Cd U C” (an argument for this is given below). Since ‘Uk is not 
in RCA,, by Claim 1, and since X C RCA,,, we have 2Ik k C. Thus Z g Cc U Cd U CD, 
which means that C contains a formula with more than k cylindrifications, more than 
k variables and with a diagonal constant with index 0. 
We can show that (i)-(iii) imply ‘Llk /= Cc U Cd UC” as follows. Let % = ‘&. First 
we show that (i) implies 9I k EC. Let cp E Cc, say cp contains only ci with i E I where 
/I/ <k. By (i), there is a representation of Cu as a mCs, in which all the operations are 
the natural ones, except for ci, i @Z. This means that there is a one-one homomorphism 
h: ‘W ++ “$3’ where !?I’= (A, +‘, -~‘,C:‘,d~~)i~,,j,k<n and ($3’ = (~(nW),C,~,dj~)iE,,j,k<n 
for some infinite set W. Let $3 = (~(“W),cw,d,~)i,j<,. Now ‘$ k q~ because 9 is valid 
in X and ‘$ E 33Csn C .X, thus P“ k cp because no ci with i @‘I occurs in cp. Then 
‘%I” /= cp because ‘%I’ is isomorphic to a subalgebra of ‘p” and cp is quantifier-free. 
Therefore 2l ‘F cp. The proofs of 2I k Cd, 2I k C” are similar, we omit them. 
We could prove (i)-(iii) above for the algebras (Uk constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 1. However, to make the proof simpler, we will use modified versions of the 
algebras used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Construction of 2l: Let m >2k, m <w and let (Ui : i <n) be a system of disjoint 
sets such that 1 Uo I= m and 1 Ui) > n for all i > 0. Let 
U= U{Uj: i<n}, 
R= X Ui, 
i<n 
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and let 
81’ be the subalgebra of (+$(“U),c~~, d;y)i.j<n generated by R. 
Then R is an atom of %‘, because it satisfies (*) in Lemma 1. Let +.?I be the 
algebra we obtain from 2l’ by splitting R into m + 1 new atoms Ri, j <m. The proof 
of U $! RCA,, is exactly the same as the proof of Claim 1. The proof of (iii) (i.e. 
that the k-generated subalgebras of 21 are in I,Cs,,) is basically the same as that of 
Claim 2, but now we can use our lemmas: Let 93 be a k-generated subalgebra of BI. 
Then 93 C split(‘U’, R,2k) C split(cll’, R, m) by Lemma 3(3), (1) and split(‘&, R,m) is in 
3LCsn by Lemma 3(5), hence ‘B is in xCs,, too. 
We now want to show that VI can be represented in such a way that only some 
cylindrifications are not “real”. 
Let W be any set such that U 5 W and 1 W\U 1 <co. 
Claim 5. For any IL n, 111 = m there is an embedding h: AH (v(” W)),C~,~,~‘),.,<,~ 
which is u homomorphism w.r. t all operations oj’ ‘9I except j6r c,, i 6 1. 
Proof. Let Wo = Uo U ( W\U), and W, = U; for all 0 <i < n. First we define an embed- 
ding h : A’ H P(n W) with the above properties such that h(R) = X, <,~ W,. 
Let SC W” x W, be such that every element of Wo is in relation with exactly nz 
elements including itself, i.e. 
{(Iv,w): wE WO} 2s and I{vE- Wo: cSw}(=m for all IVE Wo. 
Some notation: For any functions f, f' and set Q we define .f[!Z/f’] = ,f 1 (Dom f\Q) 
U,f’ r Q. For a function f, kerf={(i,j): i,jEDomf and f(i)= f(jj}. We note that 
if n is an ordinal, then we consider n = (m: m <n} and a sequence s E ’ W is considered 
to be a function mapping n to W. 
Using S, we will define a function 9: ‘W - “L’. Let s E’ W be arbitrary. Let 
Q,=Q={i<n: siE Wo}. 
Assume 52 2 I. Let s’ E olio be such that ker(s’) =I ker(s 18). Such an s’ exists by 
IQ(<lLl=m=jUol. We define 
g(s) = s[.Q/s’]. 
Assume 52 e I. Let p = min(Q\Z), the smallest element of the set Q\I of ordinals. 
Let s’ E *U be such that for all j E Q, 
s; E u, if s, Ss, 
S: E U,,\Rng(s) if Sj Js,, and’ 
ker(s’) = ker(s r Q). 
Such an s’ exists by I{u: ~Ss,}l <m = IUol and by \U,,l >n. We again define 
g(s) = s[s2/s’]. 
’ Here, as later on, a p b means that (a. h) $ 5’ 
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By the above, we defined g : * W + n U. We define h : A’ + 3(” W) by 
h(x)={sE”W: g(s)Ex} for all XEA’. 
We begin with showing h(R)=XiCn W,. Let SE”W and Q={i<rz: sic Wo}. 
Proof of sE Xicn Wl + s E h(R): (Here we will use Zdw, C S.) Assume s E Xi_ Wi. 
Then Q= (0). If 0 E I then SL GZ and hence g(s)0 E U,. If 0 $Z then 0 = min(Q\Z) 
and hence g(s)0 E UO by soSs0. Thus, in both cases g(s)0 E U,. Let 0 <i <n. Then i $ Q, 
hence g(s)j =s; E Wi = U;. We have seen g(s) E Xicn U, = R. Proof of s E h(R) JS E 
Xi_ WI: Assume g(s) E R and let i<n. Then g(s)i E Ui, hence g(s)i 4 U, because Ui 
and U,, are disjoint from each other. By inspecting the definition of g, we can see that 
this implies si E Wi. Thus h(R) = Xicn Wi is proved. 
We turn to proving that h is a one-one homomorphism w.r.t. all operations except 
for ci, i$Z. 
By Lemma 4, h is a homomorphism w.r.t. the Boolean operations. Therefore to show 
that h is one-one, it is enough to show that h(x) # 0 whenever x # 0. 
We define an equivalence relation = on H W, for any set H. Let s,z E H W. Then we 
define 
ssz iff [ker(s)=ker(z) and (VZ<n)(ViEH)(si E W, ti Z;E WI)]. 
In other words, s =z iff there is a permutation 7t of W such that rc* W, = WI for all 
I <n and z = T o s. This is true because 1 W\Ul < o. Therefore each element of A’ is 
closed w.r.t. -, i.e. for all S,ZE~U 
SEX and z=s implies ZEX 
for all x E A’. In the following, we will use this fact several times. If u, v E W then we 
define u E v to hold iff (u) = (v). 
In the rest of the proof we will often use the following properties of the function g 
(these properties are easy to check). Let s E ’ W, ~2 = {i < n: si E WO}, w E W and i E I. 
(Gl) Zcer(g(s)) = ker(s) 
(G2) g(s)-s if 52&Z. 
(G3) g(s) T(n\{i])=&(ilw)) t(n\{i>). 
We now turn to proving that h is one-one. Let x E A’, x # 0. Let s E x be arbitrary and 
Q = {i < n: s, E UO}. If Q 6 Z then s = g(s) by (G2). Hence g(s) E x, therefore s E h(x) 
showing that h(x) # 0. Assume Q 9 Z and let p = min(fi\Z). Let u E UO be arbitrary 
and let s’ E o( {v E WO: aS u}) be such that s: = ~4 and ker(s’) = ker(s r Sz). Such an s’ 
exists bys/.QE”Uo and /UO~=~{VE WO: vSu}(. Letz=s[fi/s’]. Then g(z)Es, hence 
z E h(x) showing h(x) # 0. 
By Lemma 4 and (Gl), h is a homomorphism for all d,, i, j <n. 
Let i E Z and x E A’. We want to show h(q?‘x) = cwh(x). By Lemma 4, we have to 
show that for all s E ’ W, 
(3~ E U)g(s)(i/u) E x iff (3~ E W)g(s(i/w)) Ex. 
Let s E”W be arbitrary. Let a= {i<n: Si E M’o}, and let ~1 ==min(Q\/) if Q\/ is 
nonempty. Let u E U and PV E W be arbitrary. First we show that 
~~(S)(~~~~) = ~~~~~j~~~)) 
whenever one of (I), (2) below holds, 
(1) II = g(s)i and w = s,j for some j c f?\(i). 
(2) ue {q(s),: jEPZ\{i}}, %V${“j’jEn\{i}), and 
either u zz u’, (w E WO, B 9 I + w S sI1 1, or u E U,,, I+ E W& I’2 ‘$ll, w fi s,,. 
Indeed, let p = g(s)(i/zc) and q= y(s(i/r~~)). By i ~1 and (G3) we have p r(~\{i}) E 
yr(n\{i)).Thuswehaveonlytoshowpi.-q,andjpj=yiiffyi=ry,)forallI~n\(i}. 
Assume that (1) holds. Then u = /?i = p,,. By u’ =si we have (ij) E‘ ~~~(,s(~~~~)~ = 
ker(q), thus yi =ql. By p r(n\{i})~y r(n\{i)), j#i we have yj=qi, therefore 
phi = p., =qI =qi. Let 1 E n\(i) be arbitrary. Then by (Gl), pi =: p, iff u = ~7, = pi 
iff (by ker(g(s)) = &r(s)) SF = s( iff (by kt’p.(s(i/u.)) = &r(q)) qi = q/ if7 (by (jr, = qi) 
qi = 4r. 
Assume now that (2) holds. Let 1 ~n\{i} b e arbitrary. Then pi = 24 # y(s), = p/ 
and, by letting z =s(j/w), zi = u’ # SI = ~1, hence qi #q/ by (Gl). Assume u -_= I$‘ and 
( +V E 8’0, Q g I + M: S s, ). Then either +c’ $E RF’” or Q 5 I or MJ E tt$, U’S s,#. In all these 
three cases q; E IV (by q =g(~~~~w)), i E I), thus qi = M’= gi= pi. Assume u E Un. ~2‘ E 
W”, a g 1, wC;s,. Then g(s(ijw ))i E U,, therefore yi = II = pi. 
By the above, to show that k is a homomo~hism w.r.t. c;, it is enough to show 
that for any u E U there is w E W satisfying ( 1) or (2) and vice versa, for any I(’ E W 
there is u E U satisfying (1) or (2). We are now going to check this. 
Let u E U be arbitrary. If u = am for some ,J’ E n\(i) then let \V =sj_ Then ( 1) 
is satisfied. Assume that 14 @ (y(f),: j E I\. If u 4 r/(1 then there is IV= ci with 
IV@ {si: jt~\{i)} by /U,\ > n for all 1 > 0. This M‘ will satisfy (2). Assume now! 
uf UO. Assume further SlCi. Then /Ql n {si: ,j~~~\,{i}}~= /C;, n (s,:_j~I\(i])ic~~ 
by \Z\=nr, ~EI. Thus there is MJE U~,\(s,: j~n\{i)] by lI/o\=r?~, and this tt’ will 
then satisfy (2). Assume now SZQ I. By u E Uo\(q(s),: j E ~z\{i}} and IU / = TV we 
have jU0 r7 {g(s),: j En\(i))] <m. By our construction, y(s), E UO iff s, S .sIl, for all 
~‘rn. By (Gl) then \(sj: siSs,,, j~n\{i}}/ <nz. Since i{w~ WC,: rvS.sI,)l =m by our 
assumption on S, there is MJE Wo\,(s,: j fn\(i)} such that ‘iti Ss,,. This );t: satisfies (2). 
Conversely, let IV E W be arbitrary. If w = asj for some j f i then let tl= g(s),. Then 
(1) is satisfied. Assume that +v$ {s,: j f rz\{i}}. If ~‘4 I+‘, then there is IBEX’ with 
u 4 {q(s)i: .j E n\(i)) by /U/l > II for all I > 0. Assume I,V E IF/,. Assume further 52 k 1. 
Then by &S),jEDi,+S,;EWo for ailj, we have {j~~z\{i): .~/(~),~(io)C{j~n\{i): 
S,i E Wo} C I\(i), then by II\{i}j =n~ - 1, IV& = m there is u E Uu\{g(s),: j E 17\(i)}. 
This II will satisfy (2). Assume now Sz e I, M’S.S~~. Then {j E t?\(i): y(s), E U,,} C_,/ = 
{,j~n\{i): siS+), then by~~~~.i:~~~\~~}~, IvS+, we have /{s,~:~EJ~~<M, thus 
there is ZJ f L$\(~(s)~: j E n\(i)}. Th’ is it satisfies (2). Assume finally 52eI. 11% /ix;.sji. 
Then let u E t:l\{~(s)~: j E n\(i}) b e arbitrary. Such a u exists by ! l~‘,~l > 17, and this 
u satisfies (2). 
We have checked that h is a homomorphism w.r.t. c/? i ET /. 
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By the above we have shown that h is a one-to-one homomorphism for all operations 
of Cu’ except perhaps for c;, i e I. We note that h is not a homomorphism w.r.t. ci if 
i 6 I, i # 0. To see this, let i $! I, i # 0, j E I, j # 0. (We may assume m > 2, so we do 
have such a j.) Let x = CO(U’O~ . cjR). Let s E n W be such that 
si,sj E WO, sj Bsi, Sk E uk if k # i, j, 0, SO $! WO. 
Then Sz, = {i, j} g Z, p = i. By g(S)j E iJ, then g(S)j 6 r/o, SO g(s) $ cix, hence s 6 h(cix). 
On the other hand, let w E Ui, and z = s(i/w). Then !& = {j} C I, so g(z) E z E X. Hence 
s E qh(x). 
Now, Lemma 3(5) finishes the proof of Claim 5. q 
Claim 6. There is an embedding h : A H (‘@(” W), cy,dr)i,j<, such that h is a homo- 
morphism W.Y. t. all operations of M except for doi, die, i <n. 
Proof. By Lemma 3(5), it is enough to show that there is an embedding h : A’- 
(f@(nW),c,W,dr)i,j<n such that h(R) = XiCn Wi and h is a homomorphism w.r.t. all 
operations of 2I’ except for doi, die, itn. 
Let t,r : W -+ U be functions such that 
t,r are identity on U\U,,, 
t*(W\U) & UO, t*(Un)= U, and t TU, is bijective, 
r*(( W\U) U U,) = U, and r r(( W\U) U U,) is bijective. 
Such an Y exists because lU,l>w, IW\Ul <lU,,l. Then t,r: W+U are onto U and r 
is one-one. For any s E * W define g(s) E “U by 
Cl(s)i = 
-i 
t(Si) if i=O, 
Y(Si) if i # 0. 
Define h:A’+9’(nW) by 
h(x)={sE”W: g(s)Ex} for all XEA’. 
Now h(R) = XiCn Wi by g(s)i $ S; + i # 0, g(s)i E U, (by a similar argument to the 
ones in the previous proofs). Also, x # 0 implies h(x) # 0 by g(s) ES for all s E “U, 
where E is the equivalence relation defined in the proof of Claim 5. Assume 0 6 {j, I}. 
Then sj = s/ iff r(sj) = r(sl) iff g(s), = g(s)r, hence h is a homomorphism w.r.t. dj/, by 
Lemma 4. 
Let i<n. We want to show that h is a homomorphism w.r.t. ci. This follows from 
the following easy observation. 
g(s)(+) = g(s(i/w)) if i = 0, u = t(w) or i # 0, u = r(w). 0 
We turn to showing how to eliminate the assumption / = 0. Let us define the 
algebra 23 as follows. Intuitively, ‘13 is the same algebra as Cu (in this proof) ex- 
cept that we interchange the indices 0 and 8. I.e., the universe of 93 is the same 
as that of Vl, and all the operations of 8 are the same as those of 9I except that 
‘8 cc, = c;t. +$, d;=d~=d;;, dz =dz =di;, for i E ,\{O,P}. (This algebra is 
denoted in 1701 by %b”(ll where 5 is the permutation of n interchanging 0 and / 
and fixing the other elements of n.) Now, by using the corresponding properties of 
%, it is easy to see that B $ RCA,, $93 satisfies (i), (iii) as stated at the begin- 
ning of the proof of Theorem 3, and also ‘13 satisfies (ii) if we replace 0 in it by 
/. This proves Theorem 3 by the argument given at the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 3. 0 
Remark 4. We want to prove Theorem 4 with an argument similar to the one in the 
proof of Theorem 3. Le. we want to construct non-representable algebras ‘91 which 
e.g. can be represented whenever we omit one of the ~ylind~fications. To this end, 
however, we have to modify our ~ons~ction used in the proof of Theorem I for n <(II, 
because in that construction the “cause of non-representability” was contained entirely 
in the indices 0, 1,2, i.e. those algebras cannot be represented in such a way that c,, &, 
for i, j <3 would be “real”. To prove Theorem 4, we will “merge” the constructions 
(used in the proof of Theorem 1) for it 2 (I) and for n <()I. fl 
Proof of Theorem 4. Plun: Let n, C, k and C be as in the statement of Theorem 4. We 
will construct an algebra 9I with the following properties: 
(i) 916 RCA,,. 
(ii) For any i <N there is a representation of CLI as a XC.s,, in which all the operations 
are the natural ones except c,. 
(iii) There is a representation of 91 as a =Cs,, in which all the operations are the 
natural ones except dij with P E {i,,j}. 
(iv) Every k-generated subalgebra of ‘21 is in I,Cs,. 
Let I?’ denote the set of all quantifier-free formulas valid in .rY‘ which do not con- 
tain all the cylindrifications ~‘0,. . . , c’,_ 1, let I? denote the set of all quantifier-free 
formulas valid in X in which no d,, with t E {i, j} occurs and let C“ denote the set 
of all quantifier-free formulas valid in ,Y” in which at most k variables occur. Then 
PI b C” U 1” U 2”’ by (ii)- above and by 3cIC.~,F C ,X’. However, $3 p Z by (i) and 
.X C RCA,, hence C g _ZY U C” u C“ which means that C contains a formula in which 
all the cylindrifications co,. . . . c,,_ 1 occur, in which some d,i with / E { i,,jl occurs and 
in which more than k variables occur. 
If 1 contains at Least one formula as described for all k <to, then C contains infinitely 
many such formulas for all k: Assume that we already have cpr.. . . , (pm of the desired 
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form for k. Let K be bigger than the number of variables occurring in cpl A . . . A pm, 
and let qm_tr be a formula of the described form containing more than K variables. 
There is at least one such, and this qrn+t will be different from ~1,. . ., qvm and will 
contain more than k variables. 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 3, we may assume /=O. 
Construction of Cu: Let K < o be such that 2k <K . (n - 1) and let m = K . (n - 1). 
Let (U;: idn) be a system of disjoint sets such that 
/Ua/ =m and /Ui/>ej for all O<i$~z. 
Let ,f: UO +++ Uo be a bijection such that all orbits of f have cardinality K. E.g. we 
can choose Ua=K x(n- 1) and define for it/C. j<la-- 1, f(i,j)=(i+ 1 (modK),j). 
Let 
u = u {&ii: i<n}, 
R= X Ui, 
icrn 
F = (S E YJ: SO,.Q f UO and sr = I), and let 
9.X’ be the subalgebra of (‘$(nU),~,U,d,~)i,ji, generated by R,F. 
Now R is an atom of PI’, this can be seen exactly as in the previous proofs, i.e. 
R satisfies condition (c) in Lemma 1. Let $8 be the algebra we obtain from ‘91’ by 
splitting R into ~2 + 1 new atoms R,, j G m. 
Claim 7. Ql$! RCA,. 
Proof. For any j define 
and 
E=F1 u,..uFK. 
Then Fl, . . . , FK, E E A’ and it is easy to check that the following hold: 
F; = {S E “U: SO,SI E: uo, St = f’(so>}, 
E = {s E “U: SO and st are in the same orbit of _tC}. 
Therefore the following equations are easily seen to hold in ‘2I’ for all i,,j <IZ, i # j (( 1) 
and (2), (3) below express that “E is the union of K functions”, “E is an equivalence 
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relation with <n blocks on Uo”): 
F, n s$‘, C d,?, E=F, U...LJl;K.. Fl =czF;. 
cZ(.s;E n s;E) C E, E = s$~~s;c~E, do, n c,E G E. 
nsI’c,En n -sj’s;E=O, c,E=c, . ..L..,_,R. 
i <,l I <., <t, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
By ‘II’ 2 ‘$1, (l)-(3) hold in !!I, too. 
Assume that ?I is represented somehow. Then there is a homomorphism h: ‘21 - 
(W” W), q> qjl.i<n such that h(R) # 0. We will derive a contradiction. By h(R) # 0 
there is s E h(R). By R <co& we have h(R) C_ c&R,) so there is wi such that s(O/r~;) E 
h(Rj), for al1 i<m. These u’,‘s are different from each other since the R,‘s are disjoint 
from each other and so the h(Ri)‘s are disjoint from each other. Let 
and 
G = {(UT r) E H x H: s(O/u, l/c) E k(E)). 
Then INi = nz + 1, by the above. Also, G is an equivalence relation on H such that 
each block of G is smaller than K + 1, this can be inferred from (1). (2) as follows: If 
(u, 1:). (c, 1~) E G, then $0/u, l/w,2/1:) E $/z(E) n sylz(E). thus s(O/u. I/IV) E ~.,(sih(E) ri 
SC&E)) 2 h(E), thus (u,ul) E G. This shows that G is transitive. If (u. 17) E G. then 
s(Oiu, I/U) E h(E), therefore s(O/‘u,2/c) E .s~c&E), thus s(l:!u. 2:~) E s~s~~.~h(E). Then 
s( l/u, O/t:) E s~s~s~czh(E) = h(E), so (2:. u) E G. This shows that G is symmetric. 
Finally, G is reflexive because s(O/w,) E h(R,) 2 h(R), therefore s(O,/M~~, 1 !‘\v,) E ~lrgr (1 
clh(R) G do, n clh(E) C h(E), thus (u, 24) E G for all u E H. We have seen that G is an 
equivalence relation. 
Assume that (u, ri) E G for all i < K. We will show that IJ~ = 1;; for some i < i < K. 
By (u, c,) E G we have s(O/u, l/cj) f h(E) = h(F, ) U . ii I?(FK). So, for each i < K 
let pi he such that s(O/zd, l/c,) E It(F; Then pi = pj for some i<j< K. But then 
S(Oi?l, l/Cj, 2.iCi) E I@,) f-l sg?(Fp,) c d 12, thus V, = 1;. This shows that each block of C 
is smaller than K + 1. 
We have seen that G is an equivalence relation on H such that each block of G is 
smaller than I( + 1. By /HI = nz + 1 >K (n - I), then G has at least n blocks Let 
r().. . . I’,,-, be elements of H in IZ different blocks and let 
z==(cg.t I,...) c,,_,} 
Then 2 E niXjctl -s~.s~h(E), by (ri.z:;)ti,G for i<j<n. But also ZE fl,,,,.s~~r... 
t,,_ 1 h(R) by Oi E H, i.e. by s(O!ci) E h(R). These contradict (3). 0 
Let PVo 2 UC) be disjoint from U\c/o, / Wov,l =K n, let W, = U; for 0<i<1? and let 
IV= u {CV;: i<Pz). 
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Claim 8. Let y <n. There is an embedding h : A’ ++ (v(” W),cy,dr)i,~<~ such that 
h is a homomorphism W.Y. t. all operations of 2l’ except for c.+ and such that h(R) = 
Xj<n Wi. 
Proof. Let us extend our earlier permutation f of Us from U, to a permutation of 
W such that f permutes WO, all orbits of f 1 WO are of size K, and f is the identity 
on W\ WO. We will denote this extension with f, too. Let e denote the equivalence 
relation on WO with blocks the orbits of f, i.e. 
e= u{f’: lGIGK}n(Wo x Wo). 
Let S’ be a binary relation on the blocks of e satisfying the same conditions as in the 
proof of Claim 5, i.e. S’ contains the identity relation and each block is in relation 
with exactly n - 1 blocks (since we have n blocks, this means that to each block there 
is exactly one, other, block not related to it). It will be more convenient to view S’ as 
a relation on WO. Thus we formulate the above conditions as follows. Let S C W, x WO 
be a relation with the following properties for all U, a, w E WO: 
(i) There is z such that (2,~) +Z S. 
(ii) v,b’w, ufiw imply uev and v,.~w. 
(iii) vSw, uev imply USW. 
In other words, the relation S is such that (I)-(III) below are true for it. 
(I) (-S)-‘l(W, x WI))= w, x w, 
(II) (-S)l(-S)-’ c e C S 
(III) e/S 5 S. 
Such a relation S clearly exists. 
We will need an equivalence relation on sequences of perhaps different length. Let 
s,z be two sequences. We define s - z to hold iff the following are satisfied: 
Dam(s) = Dow(z) and Rng(s), Rng(z) C W. Let H =Dom(s). 
s~EP$ iff z~EI$ foralliEH, j<n 
S/ = fjSj iff Zl= f’Zi for all i,lEH, l<j<K. 
We note that by fK =Idr~ = {( w, w): w E W}, s = z implies ker(s) = key(z). It is easy 
to see that for s,z E “U we have s E z iff s = rc o z for some permutation rc of U fixing 
R and F, therefore 
(1) s-z implies (SEX iff ZEX) for all xEA’. 
We now define a function g : ‘W + “U. Let s ~~ W be arbitrary. Let ~2, = Sz = {i<n: 
Si E Wo}. Let I = ?Z\{y}. 
Assume y +! Sz, i.e. Q C I. Let s’ E “UO be such that s’ ES 1 Q. Such s’ exists by 
1521 <n. We define 
g(s) = s[fl/s’]. 
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Assume ;J f Q, i.e. Q g 1. Let Q’ = {i E 52: Si S s;,}, St” = !2\&?‘. Let s’ f o’& be such 
that s’ = s [52’ and let s” E o”( ~~~~n~.~) be such that ker(s”) = h-erjs 1 W). Such s’, s” 
exist by ]{.si: i E Q’}],<n - 1, ]U,]&:w. We define 
g(s) =s[s2’/s’][sn”/s”]. 
This function q is defined analogously to the function in the proof of Theorem 3, 
and has analogous properties. E.g. it satisfies the following (GI)-(G5) (this is easy 
to check). Let s E ‘PI’, Q = {i <n: s; f I+$,}, and u E W. Let Z denote the set of all 
integers. 
(Gl) ker(g(s)) =h-er(s), and [si = f Is, iff g(s)! = ,f’y(s)i] whenever s; z g(s);, for all 
i,,jErl, IEZ. 
(G2) y(s) = s if y $Q. 
(G3) g(s) t (n\{i>) z ds(ilu>> l(fi\{i)> if i # 7. 
(G4) g(s)i $ pi implies g(s)f E U,, s~,s: E Wo, SiJ’sy and i # ;‘. 
(G5) si,s;, E FVa, sI,&s7, i # 7 imply am E Usi’,. 
We include verification of the second part of condition (GI ). If 1’ $ St, then we are 
done by (G2). So assume y E Q. 
TO check direction -+, assume Si E g(S)i and S, = ,f’sj. If i $52, then j $ R by s, = 
,f ‘s,, and so q(s), = si and g(s)/ = Sj and we are done. If i E 52, then i E Cl’ by s, = q(s),. 
and thus j E Q’ by s, = f’sj and condition (iii) on S. Then ,q(~)~ = ,s: and g(s), = ,s; and 
so we are done by s’ z s 1 Cl’. 
To show direction -, assume si = Ye and g(s)i = f’q(s)j. If i +! 52, then ,j 6 Q 
by .LI(s); = J’y(s)j, and SO g(s)i =si, g(s)1 =Si and we are done. If i E 52, then i E fz’ by 
s, = q(s);. Then J’ E R’ by g(s); = f’g(s)j, because <J(s)i E WQ by i E Q’ and y(s)i @ W,, 
if j 6 B’. Then q(s)i = si and g(s)/ = .s: and so we are done by s’ = s 1 CT. 
We define h : A’ ----+ .P(“W) by 
h(x)={sE”W: g(s)~x} for all x~A’. 
We begin with showing h(R) = Xiin Wt. NOW s E h(R) iff g(s) E R iff g(sh f ~j for 
all i<n iff (by (G4)) siE Wi for all i<n iff .SE Xica Fyi. 
Next we show that h is one-one. Let x E A’, x f 0. Let s EX be arbitrary and 
Q = {i < IZ: s, E UO}. If 7 $52 then g(s) = s by (G2), hence g(s) E x by ( I), i.e. s E_ /I(X). 
Assume ;’ E Q. Let w E U, be arbitrary and let s’ E o( {tl E WC,: 2’S IV}) be such that 
s( = pi and s’ = .s 152. Such an s’ exists by s E “U. Let z =s[&?/,s’]. Then g(z) z s, 
hence g(z) E x by (1) i.e. z E h(x). 
By Lemma 4 and (Gl), h is a Boolean homomo~hism preserving <fi,/ for all i,j <n. 
It remains to show that h is a homomo~hism w.r.t. c;, i # 7. Let i <n, i # ;*. Let 
s E ‘I W be arbitrary. Let Q = {,j <n: s, E Wo}. Let u E U, vv E W. Consider conditions 
(2), (3) below. 
(2) [s, F qua L(=,~‘Y(s)~, w=f’s,] or [.v $ g(s),, w=,f’s,, UEU, and (V’k~n\{i}) 
(u=g(s)k iff w=sk)], for some l<l<K andjEn\{i}. 
(3) Lf${f’U(S)i: l<l<K, jEn\{i}), IV@ {,f’s;: l<i<K, jEn\{i}}, 
and 
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either u z w, (w E F’s, SzgZ + w S’s,), 
or uE U,, WE W0, SzgI, w,Bss:,. 
Then it is easy to adapt the argument in the proof of Theorem 3 to show that 
g(s)(i/u) E g(~(~/~)) whenever (2) or (3) holds, as follows. 
Let p = g(~)(~/~), q = g(~(~/~?)), and z = s($v). By i E I and (G3) we have 
P t (n\{i>> 7 4 t @\{Q>. 
Thus we have to show 
c-l-1 
pi s 4i (*I 
and 
(pi = frpk iff qj = f'qk) for k En\(i), r E Z. (**) 
Assume that (2) holds with sj G g(s)j. Then zj z g(z)j because by ,q z g(s)j we have 
that it is not the case that Sj,sy E Wo and sj ,&sy, and Z, = sj, z;, = s;,. Thus zi = w = f' 
Sj = f’zj implies, by (Gl), that q; = f 'qjs Also pi = u = f 'p,. By j # i and (+) we 
have Pj- qj. Thus pi = f 'pj z pi E qj G f "9, = qi, hence pi c qt. Let k E n\{i}, r E .Z_ 
be arbitrary. Now pi = frpk iff f 'pi = frpk iff pi = f (r-'f)pk iff (by (+)) qj = f"-')qk 
iff f'qj=f'qk iff qj= frqk. 
Assume now that (2) holds with sj $ g(s)j. Then s~,s~ E Wo, si Bs,, and g(s), E U, 
by (G4). By zi = w = f 'sj and condition (iii) on S then w fls, =zg, so qi = am E U,. 
Thus qi z pi = u E U,. This verifies (*). TO show (**), let k E n\{i}. Then pi = f’pk 
iff (by p; = 2.4 E U,) u = pk iff u = g(s)k iff (by our assumption) n’= Sk iff Zi = zk iff 
@Y (Gl), q=&)) e=qk i@@y qrEUs) qi=f'a. 
Assume now that (3) hotds. To show (**), let k E n\(i) and r E Z be arbitrary. 
Then pi = ~6 # f’g(s)k = f'ph and zi = w f f’sx_ = frzk. We show that zi E g(z)i or 
zk --y(z)k, so z; #_frzk implies g(z)i # f”g(z)k by (Gl), i.e. q; # frqk. Assume the 
contrary, i.e. assume that z, $ go and zk $ g(z)k. Then zj,zk,z;. E Wo and Zi fizz,, 
zk ,&z;, by (GS). Thus Ziezk by condition (ii) on s. Hence we.sk by w=Zi, sk =zk, 
contradicting our hypothesis (3 ). 
To show (*), notice that pi = u and q = w. Assume first that Q 2 1, i.e. y @ Q. 
Then u E w and zi s qi by (G2), so pi z q,. Assume now that 52g I. Assume u s u’ 
and (w E WO + w S s:,). By z, = s:,, if w E Wo then w =zi Sz,,, so qi I zj by (G4) and 
hence pi E qi. Assume u f U,, w E PO, w ,6’s,. Then by (G5) we have qi E U,, so 
qiEU"ppi_ 
Also, it is easy to modify the argument in the proof of Theorem 3 to show that for 
every u E U there is w E W and for every w E W there is u E V such that u, w satisfy 
(2) or (3). We include the modified argument here. 
Let u E U be arbitrary. Assume that u = f ‘g(S), for some j # i and I E Z. If sj E y(s)j 
then let w = f’sj. If Sj $;f(s)j, then u =g(s)j E U, and let w =sj. Then (2) is satis- 
fied, because u = g(s)k 8 g(S)j = g(s)k iff sj = Sk iff w = Sk_ Assume that zd 4 {f ‘g(s)j: 
jEn\{k),E E Iz}. If u $ Uo then there is WEU with we{flsj: jEn\{i), I E H} by 
lukl &CO, f’ 1 uk c Id for all k>O. This w will satisfy (3). 
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Assume now ~1 E Ua. Assume further Q 2 I, i.e. s7 $! Wa. Then 10’0 f’{.f’sj: j E n\(i). 
I E Z}l=lUon{f’sj:j~n\{i,i’}, 1 E Z}l<K.(n-2). Thus there is w~Ua\{,f’s,: it 
n\(i),1 E Z} and this w will satisfy (3). 
Assume now R g I. Then g(s), E UO iff Sj S s;, for all j E n. By 14 E U~\{.f”y(s),: ,j E 
n\(i)} and jUol =K (n - 1) we have l{g(s)i/e: j ~n\{i}. <j(s)j E Uo}l dn - 2. 
Then {q(s),/e: .Fi SS;,}/ <n - 2, hence by {w/e: wSs;.}l =n - 1 there is ~?t Wo\{,f“s,: 
j E n\(i), I E n} with wSS;.. This w satisfies (3). 
Conversely, let w E W be arbitrary. Assume that vv = ,f“s, for some j E ~\{i}. I E 77. 
If .s, G g(s),, then let u = ,f’g(s),. Assume ,s, $ g(s),. If IV =.sk for some k E n\{i}, then 
let u = g(s)k. By IV = ,f“Sj then sk- esj, SO <](s)k E Un by condition (iii) on S. If II’= ,s, 
for some r E n\{i. k}, then s, = Sk, so IL = y(s)k = q(s),. Thus u satisfies (2). Assume 
that +V #Sk for all k E n\{i}. Th en let II E u,,\{g(s)k: k E n} be arbitrary. Then (2) is 
satisfied. 
Assume that MI @ {f’s,: j E n\{i}, 1 E Z}. If w $ W,J then there is u E $1’ with II g 
{,f’q(s),: j E n\(i), 1 E Z} by luki >tr~ for all k > 0. Assume TV E Wo. Assume furthet 
Q C I. Then by y(.s)j E UO + Sj E WO for all j, we have {Y(s).~ E I/o: j E n\{i}} C{.l;, F 
Wo:jEn\{i}} = {“j E Wo: j~n\{i,y}}, thus I{y(s), E L’o: ,j~n\{i}}l<n - 2. Then by 
IUol = K. (n - 1) there is us Uo\{J”g(s),:j l n\{i},l e Z}. This w will satisfy (3). 
Assume now D g I, 1~5’s:~. Then {j E ti\{i}: g(s), t UO} C{j E n\{i}: si Ss;.}. So by 
w 4 {f“S,: j E “\{i}, 1 E Z}, wSs;. we have i{.s,/e: s,Ss:.}~ <n ~ 2, so I{g(s),/e: q(s), 
E uo> .i E n\{i>>l <n - 2. Thus there is L(E U~\{f’g(s),: ,j tn\{i}.l~ Z}. This LI 
satisfies (3 ). 
Assume finally Q g I, w fiss:.. Then let UE U,\{g(s),:,j~n\{i}} be arbitrary. Such 
a z( exists by lU/l 3~0, and this 11 satisfies (3). 0 
Claim 9. Therr is cm embedding h:A’ H (~~(nW),CIY,d~),.,<n such that h(R)= 
Xii,, W, und h is u homomorphism II:. r. t. all operutions qj“U er\-cept Ji)r doi. dia. i < 17. 
The proof of Claim 9 is exactly the same as that of Claim 6, therefore we omit it. 
Now (ii), (iii) at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4 follow from Claims X,9 
and Lemma 3(5). 
Claim 10. Ecery k-generated subalgebru qf’ ‘u is in I,cS,,. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3(3 ), 2h <K (n ~ 1) = 1 Li,l and from Lemma 2. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4 is completed. 0 
Let U be a set and f : P(“U) + Y(“U) be a unary function on n-at-y relations 
over U. We say that f is additive (or distributes over join) if 
.f(RUS)=f(R)Uf(S) for all R,SC:“U. 
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Let S(U) denote the set of all permutations of U. For any 7t E S(U) and n-ary relation 
R C “U, n(R) denotes the image of R under the permutation rc, i.e. 
We say that f is permutation-invariant if for all permutation 7~ of U and for all n-ary 
relation R C ‘U we have 
f (N = NfR). 
Let CI, t.J be sets, i, j E a. Then [i,j]@) E S(a) denotes the permutation of D: which 
interchanges i and j and leaves all other elements fixed. Let cr E S(a) and r : c1 --+ c(. 
Then p:,s,” : P(“U) + P(” U) are defined as follows. For any x C 1U 
p:(x) = {s 0 0: s f x}, s?(x) = {s l 7J: s 0 Z E x}, 
pi=p& and s~(x)={s~~U:s(i/si)~x}, 
i.e. sy = s;,~~, where [i/j] : M + a is identity everywhere except on i where its value 
is j. We often omit the upper indices. 
We note that c$‘, p,“, sr are all additive, pe~utation-invariant, unary operations and 
s&x) = s:(x), and +(x) = ci(d, n x) if i # j. 
The next theorem states that no unary, additive, permutation invariant functions 
help in finitely axiomatizing RCA,, for 3 dn <w. Theorem 5 below complements 
Sain [1401’s result and extends Biro [287’s result from first-order to “beyond first- 
order”. For more detail on this see Remark 5 after Theorem 5. 
Theorem 5. Let 3 <n <co. For any set U Eet fy , . . . , f,! be at most unary, additive, 
permutation-inuar~a~t functions on 9(“U). Let 
RA: =S{(EP(“U),c2(i,di,fi(i ,..., fy)i,j<n: U is a set}. 
Let 2 be any set of quantl~er-free form&as valid in RA,f and containing only finitely 
many variables. Then C does not axiomatize the set of equations valid in RCA,,, i.e. 
there is an equation valid in RCA,, which does not follow from C. Moreover, there is 
an equation e with RCA3 b e but C &t e. 
Proof. Plan: Let k < w be arbitrary. We will construct an algebra VI with the following 
properties. 
(a) a$mtf, moreover VI p e for an equation e valid in RCA3. 
(b) Every k-generated subalgebra of Cu is in &I,+. 
This will prove the theorem because of the following. Let C be as in the statement 
of the theorem, let C contain k variables. Let ‘U,e satisfy (a),(b). Then 2I b Z by (b), 
and Cu F e by (a), hence C p e and e is an equation valid in RCA3. 
~onstru~ti~~ of %: Let rr~a2(‘+~.~!)~ m<ix Let Ua=m==={i: i<m), L’j== 
S(m) x {i} for all O<i<n and let U= u{Ui: i<n). Let 
F= {.Y E”U: .SO,SI E Uo, SI =sg + 1 (modm)), and let 
%’ be the subalgebra of fv(” U ), c)v, dy, PIy)i,i<n generated by R, F. 
Then R is an atom of %‘, this can be seen by checking that R satisfies (8) in Lemma 1 
and that Lemma I remains true if we add any pe~utation-invariant functions to our 
algebras. (Now we added pii.) 
Our algebra ‘+U will be obtained from BC’ basically by splitting R into m + 1 parts, 
Rj, j <m. Then 55 wilt be nonrepresentable by the ar~ments used so far. However, 
we have to define the operations j’i,. . . , fr on the new atoms Rj,j <m in such a way 
that the k-generated suba~gebras tay representable. This is now difficult because we 
know almost nothing about the operations fi, . . . , fr. Therefore first we will split R in 
9X’ into M parts R$ j <m only, but in a “good way”. Then we will observe how the 
“real” operations J,“, . . . , .f,? behave on R$ j-cm, and then try to copy this behaviour 
to the abstract atoms R,, j <m. 
uN j<m and aEW. 
Proof. Recall that Uo = M = {i: i < m} and Ui = S(Uo) x (i} for all 0 < i < n. For 
any j < m define 
Rj = ( (% (01 I 11,. . ‘ 9 (o,_,,n- 1)): uEUo,crr )..., CT,_1 ES(Uo), 
(71 . ..c&..(u)=j). 
Now (I$: j c ln} is a pa~ition of R satisfying (Rl). 
Let O<i<n ands= {u,(ar,l) ,..., (~,~_t,n- I))fR be arbitrary. Let C=(T~O~Q 
o ... ocr_r and u=o,+r .._~,~_r(u). Let &ES(&) be such that 6(0)==cr-‘(I). There 
are (m- 1)!32n many such choices for 6. Let z=s(i/(d,i)). Then ZEIZ~ by 515~..’ 
5i_i6crj+l -~~0,~-~(~)=58(u)=j. Thus (R2) is satisfied. 
To prove (R3), let p E S(m) be arbitrary. Let 7~ f S(U) be defined by 
x 1 (U\~,)~~~ and z((cr, l))=(pocr, 1) for all cr~S(&). 
Let j < m. We show that n;qi = R,(i). Let s E R. Then s = (u, (at, 1 ), . . . , (c,~- 1, n - I )) 
for some u E Us and crt , . . . ,5+-l ES(U~) and z.s=(u,(pocir, l),...,(~*_t,n-I)). Now 
sERj iff err ..~a,_~(~)=,j iff purr . ..~r._l(u)=pj iff(xos)E R,(,j,. Thus ~(~,)=R~~~). 
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Clearly, ITR = R and TCF = F, thus za = a for all a E A’ since A’ is generated by 
R,F. Cl 
Let Ro,. . _ ,R,_) be a partition of R satisfying (RI)-(R3). Let A” be the universe 
of the subalgebra of (“Q(“U), c,“, d*y, pt)i,j cc ,t generated by (Rot.. . I Ii,-], F). We first 
show that A” is closed under fI”, . . . , f,” whatever they may be. 
Claim 12. A” is closed under all unary, additive, permutation-invariant functions. 
Proof. To begin, we show that 9I’ is closed under all permutation-invariant functions. 
Recall the notation Fi,u(R, F) from Lemma 1. Then Fix(R, F) = {n E S(U): z*( Ui) = Ui 
for all i <n and there is E E Uo such that E(U) = u + i (mod m) for all u E 0%). From 
this it is not diihcult to check that 
(~0s: TCEF’~~(R,F)}EA’ for all SE’*U. 
This, together with n(a) = a for all a E A’ and rt E Fix(R, F) implies that 
A’ = (a C nU: n(a) =a for all 7~ E Fix(R,F)}. 
This immediately implies that 
(1) A’ is closed under all pe~utation-invariant functions. 
Let %? = {poRj: (T f S(n),j < m}. Next we show that 
(2) A”= {a+cX: ~EA’,XC~A}. 
Indeed, let H = {a + XX: a fA’,X C BP)? i, j < n and G E S(p1). Clearly, H CA” and 
H is closed under the I3oolean operations. By (RI), (R2) we have that 
cip,Rj =qp,R for all j < m, ads, 
thus H is closed under ci. Since pg is additive and both A’ and W are closed under 
pI?, we have that N is closed under po. Finally, dij E A’ 2 H. We have proved (2). By 
(2) we have that every element of 3 is an atom of A”. 
Let f be any unary, additive, permutation-invariant function on P(“U). We turn 
to proving that A” is closed under f. Since f is additive and B is finite, by (1) it 
is enough to show that f (p,Rj) E A” for all ci E S(n), j < m. Let u E S(n), j < m, 
a = poRj. Since “U is finite, A” is also finite, thus every element of A” is a finite sum 
of atoms. Let y be any atom of A”. We will show that y n f (a) # 0 implies y 2 f(a). 
This will imply that f(a) is a union of atoms of A”, hence f(a) E A”. 
Let s E y n f(a) and z E y be arbitrary. By finiteness of “U and additivity of f, 
s E f(a) implies that s E f({q}) f or some q E a. We will construct a x E S(U) such 
that 71 o q E a and 71 o s =z. This will s&ice because then z = 7t o s E n,f {q} = f (7~ o q} 
c “f-(a)* 
Let V =Rngq\Rngs. If V =8 then s=qoS for some 6 ES(~), because q is 
repetition-free. Then s E p&a, hence z E paa because s,z are contained in the same 
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atom y. Let q’=zoF’. Then z=q’oS and q’fa by zEpda. Let EES(U) be such 
that rt o q = q’. Such a 7r exists because q, q’ are repetition-free. Now K 0.~ = z by 
s = q 0 (r, z = q’ 0 6 and we are done. 
Assume V # 0. Let V = {qPo:. , qPl} for some t such that qPo E Ue if Ci, fl V si_ v) 
and the sequence qPo,. . . ) qPt is without repetitions. By q E prrR, we have q, E Ugri, for 
all i < n. Let i < it be such that qi $ V. Then q; =SJ for some I < n. Let us define 
q; = z/. 
This definition is sound by ker(s) = SPY. Also, qi E UC(i) because s,z are contained 
in the same atom of A” and qi =sl E UC(i). Now for any id t choose qLi E UO(pi)\Rngz 
such that for all /<t qLi # qAi if pi # pl. Such a choice is possible because I Cl*, ,,;) / 
>,2n. By the above we defined qi for all i < n. Let q’ = {qj: i < n). Then q’ E p,,R 
andq,=si*qqj=zl foralli,I<n. 
Let i = pt. We will show that there is u E U,(i)\Rnqz such that q’(i/u) E a. If a(i) # 0 
then by (R2) we can choose such a U. Assume therefore a(i) = 0. Then by (Rl ), the 
u E UO for which q’(i/u) E a is unique. We will show that u $ Rng z. By o(i) = 0 we 
have q, E UQ. Then t = 0 and V = {q;} by our hypothesis on the order of enumerating 
I’ (and since /V f? U~l<l)). Also, s=q(i/o)o6 and z=q’(i/v’)o15 for some 6~.S(nf 
and ti, c’ E Ii. By 6(i) = 0 and (RI ), there is only one I+ for which q(i/+v) E a. By t‘ # qI 
and q E a then q(ijc) $ a. Thus s 4 paa, hence z $ pda since s and z are contained in the 
same atom of A”, and thus q’(i/v’) $ a. Hence u # L!’ by q’(i/u) E a. By z = q’(iic’) o 6 
then u $! Rngz and we are done. Let q” = q’(i/u). Then q” E a. 
Now there is TC E S(U) such that n o q = q” and rc o s = z because q, q” are repetition- 
free. h-~(s) = krr(z) and q:’ =zf iff qi =sl for all i, 1 < n. 3 
We define 
‘3” = (A”, u, \, cy, lily, f,“, . . . 1 “p)i,.i < ,!’ 
Clearly, %” E RAZ. 
We will define our algebra rU 4 RA,; by modifying ‘?I” E RAT. The idea is that we 
split R into more than m parts, but otherwise we let the construction be “the same”. In 
order to be able to do this, we prove that the operations ,fy, . . . , ,f,? do not “distinguish” 
the Ri’s, moreover they are defined on the R,‘s according to some scheme that can be 
applied to an “imaginary R,j”, too. Here we will use condition (R3) in Claim 11. Then 
we will prove that the k-generated subalgebras of 9l are isomorphic to subalgebras of 
‘3”. We shall need the second statement of Claim 13 below when showing this. 
Claim 13. Let f he CI unary, additive, permutation-invariant ,fu~ct~u~ on .P(“U) und 
let CT E S(n). Then there are terms z&j,~&(x) using the operut~~~s +, -,ci,di,, p(i, 
i,.j < n, 6 E S(n) and some c~nst~~t.~ from A’ (i.e. TV. T& are terms of the ~an~l~~i~~~ 
qj’ ‘Jl= (‘$3(“U),c,u,d,‘;, p;, a)i,j<n,6ES(n),aE,d, ) SU& that (i) and (ii) below hold. 
(i) ,f‘(pfRi) = zn(Rj) for ull j < m (in $4). 
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(ii) Let 6 be any algebra similar to p and such that (C,+“, -“) is a Boolean 
algebra and the p$‘s are additive. Let IJ( 22, J jinite, and let aj, j E J be 
disjoint elements of C. Then C {T,,(aj): j E J} = Tb(C {aj: j E J}) in 6. 
Proof. Let f, LT be as in the statement of Claim 13. For any pe~utation 6 E S(n) let 
6= fb&)n psR 
and define the term Q(X) as 
( 
I if Fa = psR, 
E&(x)= x 
if F6 = paRo, 
0 if Fd = 0, 
--x otherwise. 
Let b = f(p,Ro) - 23 (psR: 6 f S(n)) and define the term r,(x) as 
r,(x) = c { PBE&) . psR: 6 E S(n)} + b. 
We note that bg A’ by Claim 12 and (2) in the proof of Claim 12. We now will 
use (R3) to prove that r&x) has the desired property. We will also use that pa is 
pe~utation-invariant for all 6. Let j < a. We want to show f (PgRj) = Z,(Rj). 
From (R3) we prove the following statements (3)-(6). 
(3) PsRiC f(paRj) for some i <n, i#j 
implies 
pdRi C f (PoRj) for all i < n, i fj. 
Indeed, let i, I # j. Assume PsRi C f (PaRj). Let x E S(U) be such that E(Ri) = Rf 
and @RJR, = Rj. Then psR[ = p&ERi = ZpsRi C of (pciRj) = .f(Kp,Rj) = f (p~(~Rj)) =I: 
f (pgRj)* 
By (3) we have that f (p,Rj) n psR E (psR, psRj, paR - psRj, 0). 
(4) PdRj C f (P,Rj) implies p& C f (p,Ri). 
Indeed, let ‘it ES(U) be such that XRj = Ri. Then phRi = p&nRj = KpJRj c Kf (p,Rj) 
=f(np,Ri)=f(PonRj)=f(P,Ri). 
(5) paR - PaRjGf(PcRjl implies psR - p~Ri~f(p~Ri~. 
Indeed, let E E n\{i, j} and let x E S(U) be such that n(Rj) = 1pi and 7t(Rl) = RI. Then 
psR[ = npgR[ s nf (p,Rj) = f (poRi), and we are done by (3). 
By (3)-(5) we have f (p,Rj) n pdR = Z,(Rj) n paR, for all 6 E S(n) and j < m. Let 
X = - c { psR: 6 E S(n)}. 
16) ~(p~R~)n~~~(p~Ri)n~ for all i,j <m. 
By (2) we have thatXEA’ and f(poRi)nXEA’. Let KES(U) be such that xRi=Rj 
and za=a for all aEA’. Then f(pcRj) n X= f(p,IrRi) n zY=xf(poRi) n 7cx 
=n(f(PdRi)nx)=f(pBRi)nx. 
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We have proved f (p,Rj) = Z,(Rj) for all j < m. To prove the second statement of 
Claim 13, let us define for all 6 E S(n) 
if Q(X) = - x, 
Q(X) otherwise, 
and 
T;(X) = c {p&x) psR: 6 E S(n)} + b. 
Now it is easy to check that rk has the desired property. 0 
We are ready to define our final algebra 2I. For any cr E S(n) and j 6m let Xfli 
be new elements, different for different pairs (cr, j). We will write Xj for X/d ,. Let 
3=(X0,: o~S(n),j<m}, Y=At’U’\{p,R: aES(n)}. For f,",...,f," and aES(n) 
let the terms r’ ~, . . . , s’, be as in Claim 13. Below, we will define the auxiliary func- 
tions pr, too. We will need them when defining ,f,‘r. We define 2I = (A. +, -, c:‘. d;, 
f;" ,..., f ?) as follows. Let i <n, 6, aES(n), j<m. 
(A, +. -) is a Boolean algebra with atoms ‘9 U 2”. 
‘21’c(A,+,-,c:“,d~~~)i,,<n, R= c{X,: j<m). 
the operations cyt, pi’, f;", , j;“ are additive, 
c:“Xn, = c,‘p; R, pi‘xcj =xo 0 ;Sj, pi’ rA’=pk [A’ and 
,f;r(XO,) = rl;“‘(x,), . ) fy(&,) = z;yq, 
.f;" /A'=f,U rA',...,f;t rk=f," rA'. 
Claim 14. There is an equation e valid in RCA,, such that ‘3 F e. Moreover, 
RCA3 /= e. 
Proof. Our algebra ‘9I is very similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1 for 
finite n; and the proof of Claim 14 is practically the same as that of Claim 3. Now we 
indicate how the equation e exhibited in Remark 2 fails in VI. Let x,x0,. . . ,x,, ~0,. , Y,,~ 
be variables and let e denote the following equation: 
Now ‘21 F e can be seen by evaluating the variable x to R, the variables x, to X, E A 
and evaluating the variables yj to Fi E A’. Then the value of the term on the left- 
hand side of < in e is coR # 0 while the value of the term on the right-hand side 
of < is 0. Next we show that RCA,, k e. Indeed, this equation e is the same as E, 
from Remark 2, and we showed in the proof of Theorem 2 that SNr,CA,+2 k tin,. By 
RCA, C SNr,,CA,,2 this implies RCA, k e. 0 
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Claim 15. Every k-generated subalgebra of 2l is isomorphic to a subalgebra of ‘3”. 
Proof. Let G GA, [Cl dk. We define the equivalence relation E on m + 1 by 
i z j iff (VJY E G)(v’o E S(n))[Xi < pGg # Xj d p,g]. 
Let p be the number of blocks of E. Then p <2k.“! because I(p,g: g E G, C-J E S(n)}! 
<k n!. Define 
B = {u E A: (‘Y’i,j < m)(‘d~ E S(n))[i z j and Xi d p,,~ imply Xj $ p,,~]}. 
We now show that B is closed under the operations of 2l. Let b E A be arbitrary. Then 
for any CJ E S(n) there are sets I& C m + 1 and there is a E A’ such that a. p,R = 0 for 
all @ES(E) and 
b=L7+C{X,i: OES(rz), jEH,}. 
It is not difficult to check that A’ c B and 
b E B iff for every g E S(n) H, is a union of blocks of EE . 
This immediately implies that B is closed under the Boolean operations. By c&~ = 
cipfiR EA’ we have cib EA’ for all bEA, hence B is closed under ei. Let 6 ES(~). 
Then 
and hence psb E B by psa E A’. Finally, we show that B is closed under the functions 
fl , . . . ,fr. Let f be one of ft,. . . ,.fr and let rB, rb be the terms using +, -,cj,d+ pa 
and constants from A’ belonging to f according to Claim 13. By additivity of f, 
Now f(a) E A’ S B by (1) in the proof of Claim 12. Let 0 f S(n) be such that H, # 0. 
Then f(C{Xgj: j E MC}) = C{f(Xbj): j E Ho} = C {rd(Xj): j E Hr} =rz(C {Xi: 
j~Zib_}), where r&‘is z, if I&l-l, otherwise ri is r&. Nowx= C{Xj:jEHo}EB 
since H, is a union of blocks of -, hence Z:(X) EB because B is closed under 
+, -, ci, La,, pa and A’ C B. We have seen that f(b) E B for all b E B. 
Let 2J be the subalgebra of % with universe 3. Clearly, G S B, hence the subalgebra 
of QI generated by G is contained in %. Therefore it is enough to show that 23 is 
isomorphic to a subalgebra of ‘?I”. 
Let us recall that s contains ~2~“‘~ blocks and m 32’+k’“! = 2.2k’“!. Let (Ej: j < p) 
be the partition of nz + 1 belonging to 3. Then there is a partition (Gj: j < p) of m 
with the following property: 
]Ejji > 1 iff iGj/ > 1, for all j < p. 
For any H C m + 1 define 
‘i(H) = u {Gk: k < p,Ek 2 H}. 
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We define h: B + A” as follows. For a E A’ and (H,: g E S(n)) with H, 2 m + I for 
all cr E S(n), 
h (a+x{&,: ceS(n),j~I,}) =u+x{paR,: ads, .j~y(H,)} 
In more explicit form, the definition of h is: For any h E B 
h(b) = b - (c {z&j: g E S(n)>j < ml) 
+I{@,: oES(n),(%i)[jEGk, iE&, &,, Gb]}. 
We want to show that h is a one-one homomorphism. It is easy to check that h is 
a Boolean homomorphism and h is one-one. Also, it is not difficult to check that h 
is a homomorphism w.r.t. ci and pa for i < n, 6 E S(n), and that h is the identity on 
A’. Let ,f be one of the operations j’f’, , f;l!‘. We check that h is a homomorphism 
w.r.t. ,f. 
Letb~B.Thenb=a+~{~~~:a~~(n),j~H,}forsomea~A’andsetsH,~m+l 
such that each H, is a union of blocks of E. Thus h = a + C {bcj: CT E S(n), ,i E PO} 
where P, s p and b,, = c {i&k: k E E,}. Consider b,, for j t P,. Then 
.f’(b*j) = 
rO(C{Xk: kEEi}) if IEjl=l. 
r&(x {&: k EE,}) if (E/l > 1. 
and 
.f h(bo, ) = 
~,(z{&: kEG,j}) if iG,l= 1, 
r&(C {Rk: k E G,}) if IG,l > 1. 
By h being a homomorphism w.r.t. +, -, c,,d;;, pa and being identity on A’ then 
hf (b,) = 
rO(x{Rk: kEG,}) if lE,l=l, 
tb(C {Rk: k E Gj}) if IF/l > 1. 
By \E/i > 1 iff IGjl > 1 we then have hf(b,,)=fh(b,i). NOW h(fb)=h(,f(a) + 
C {f(boj): 0 E S(n), j E R,}) = f(ha) + C {fh(bcij): 0 E S(n), j E PC} = f(h(a) + 
C {h(b,): cs E S(n), j E P,}) = fh(u + C {b,i: g E S(n), j E I’,,}) = fh(b). We have 
seen that h is a one-one homomorphism, therefore 23 is isomorphic to a subalgebra 
of 5%“. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5 is completed. E 
Remark 5. (i) In [140] it is proved that if n 30 then there are unary, additive, permu- 
tation invariant functions f ,“, , fy such that the variety generated by { ($Q(” U ), ck, 
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f,“,..., fy ): U is a set} is finitely axiomatizable (in fact, axiomatizable over Boolean 
algebras by using only one variable) and the operations ci(i < n) are all term-definable. 
Thus our Theorem 5 shows that the condition n > w and dropping the diagonal con- 
stants in Sain’s result are essential: without these there is a very strong negative result. 
(ii) The condition n < w cannot be omitted from Theorem 5, because of the fol- 
lowing. Assume n 2 ok and let H, G be a partition of n into two parts of size InI. Let 
f, g, h, k be functions mapping n into n with the following properties: 
f :n++H, g> f-l, 
h:n+-++G, k>h-‘. 
For any set U, f C n and X s “U define 
c&X = {sE’U: s ]rCz for some zEX}. 
We claim that the equational theory of 
RAz = ((~~(“U),~~,~~,S~,S~,S~,S~,C~X),C(G))~,~ < “: U is a set} 
follows from the set of all equations containing only one variable and valid in RA;. 
The reason for this is that the extra operations can be used to “code together two 
variables” as follows. Let 
z(x, y) = SfX r-l Shy. 
Then it is not difficult to check that 
s,c(c;~z(x, y) =x if y # 0 and s&(G)+, y) = y if x # 0. 
(iii) In [28] it is proved that no “first-order definable” functions help in finitely 
axiomatizing RCA,,, n <w, in the following sense. Let fi”, . . . , f,"' be any first-order 
definable functions, Then the variety generated by ((‘$(“U), cu, di, fv,. . . , fru)i,jtn: U 
is a set} is not finitely axiomatizable. Thus our Theorem 5 extends Biro’s result beyond 
first-order definable, in the case the extra operations are unary and additive. We do not 
know whether ‘unary, additive” can be omitted i5 in Theorem 5. That “permutation 
invariant” cannot be omitted from Theorem 5 is proved both in [28], and [98]. We 
note that permutation invariance of the operations of RAZ is very desirable. More on 
this can be read in [ 1171. 
(iv) It is proved in [4] that Theorem 5 remains true if we replace the condition “J;: 
is additive” with “fi is an exotic quantifier”, where this latter is defined as follows. 
We say that {f u: U is a set} is an exotic quantifier, if for all U there is a subset 
I5 The condition “at most wary” was shown superfluous in Theorem 5, by J. Madark and I. Ntmeti. For 
further improvements of Theorem 5 see the 1997 version of [117], and [93]. 
I93 
Qr; C ,‘P( U) of the powerset of U such that for all X C “U 
j+(X) = (S C “U: {u: S(O/U) EX} E QU}. 
Exotic quantifiers are not additive, and are not first-order definable, in general. 3 
Let n <CO. Then RPA, denotes the variety generated by 
{(~(3(“U),c~,s~,plLj);,,F~,~: U is a set} 
and RPEA, denotes the variety generated by 
((‘is(“U),c,~,d,~,~~,~~}~. i<ll: lJ is a set}. 
(RPA, and RPEA, are called in the literature the classes of all representable polyadic 
and representable polyadic equality algebras, respectively. 16) Johnson [8 I] proved that 
none of RPA,, and RPEA,, is finitely axiomatizable if 3 d n <LO, and he asked whether 
the diagonal constants contribute to nonfinite axiomatizability of RPEA,,. i.e. whether 
RPEA,, is finitely axiomatizable over RPA,. This is Problem 2a in [Sl]. Theorem 6 
below gives a negative solution to this problem. We note that Problem 2a in [Sl] is 
equivalent to asking whether RPEA,, has an equational axiomatization in which the 
diagonal constants occur in finitely many equations only. 
For n >, CO, the analogous algebras are called representable quasi-polyadic equality 
algebras, and their class is denoted by RQPEA,. We do not know whether Theorem 6 
remains true if we drop the condition M < (1) and replace RPEA,? with RQPEA,, in it. 
We note that for II >w, the algebras in RPEA,, as defined in the literature have 
much more operations, e.g. they have all the s,‘s where T: rz -w is any map. It is 
proved in [ 1221 that the set of equations valid in RPEA,,, is at least II! -hard, hence, in 
particular, is not recursively enumerable. There are more theorems in [ 1221 supporting 
the claim that there is no schema-axiomatization of RPEA,,]. 
Proof. We will use the proof of Theorem 5 letting { ,fy,. . ,f,L’} = { pt, sl;: i.,j tn}. 
Take the algebra 2l constructed in the proof of Theorem 5. We choose for pij the terms 
of Claim 13 to be z, = pi = ~~~[i,~I(x). We proved in the proof of Theorem 5 that 
(i) ‘LI +! RPEA,, 
(ii) every k-generated subalgebra of ‘$I is in RPEA,. 
I6 Polyadic algebras were introduced and extensively studied by Halmos (see 162-64; 72, Section 5.41). 
Sometimes they are called Halmos algebras, cf. e.g. [130]. Usually, more basic operations are present in 
poiyadic algebras than the ones we use, but these are all tea-definable from our basic operations if II <CJJ. 
The connections behveen the two kinds of definitions of polyadic algebras are investigated in j143]. 
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So to prove Theorem 6, it is enough to prove that 
(iii} there is a representation of 2t in which all operations are the natural ones except 
for the diagonal constants. 
Let U be as in the proof of Theorem 5, and let W 1 U be any set. 
Claim 16. There is a o)Ze-one mapping h : A P-+ (Cp(’ W), ~7, d$‘, SF, pT)i,_/<n such that 
h is a homomorphism w. r. t. all operations of Cu except for dij, i, j <n. 
Proof. Recall Uj, i <n and Ii from the proof of Theorem 5. Let 4 = U, U ( W\U), 
b& = Ui for 0 <i <n. First we define a function h : P(” U) -+ P(n W) with the desired 
properties satisfying in addition h(R)= XiCn I+$. 
Let t : W--H U be a surjective function which is the identity on U and which maps 
Wo to UO, i.e. t 1 U = Id” and t* Wo C Uo. Define g : n W + “U by g(s) = t OS for all 
SE’W, and for all xCnU define 
h(x) = (s E a W: g(s) EX}. 
Clearly, h(R) = h( XiCn U,)= XiCn &, and h is a one-one homomorphism w.r.t. all 
operations of (p(“U), ci, sij, pij)i,i<n by Lemma 4(iv). 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 5 that /Ual= m, and / U;;l >m for all 0 <i <y1. 
Therefore 1 k&j >m -I- 1 for all i <n and hence, by Lemma 2, there is a partition (I?,!: 
j<m) of R’= XiCn @ such that c:R,’ =crR’ for all i<n and j<m. Then (p,Rj: 
j<m) is an analogous pa~ition of p@R’, for all 0 E 5’(n), We define & : A + Pp(” W) by 
%(a)=h(a) if SEA’ 
h(&)=p,R,! if ohs, j<m 
Now it is easy to check that z is a one-one homomo~hism w.r.t. the operations 
t, -, ci, pij, i,j <n. Let i,j <n, i # j. We are going to check homomorphism w.r.t. sq. 
The quantifier-free formula xd -dij -+ s&) = 0 is valid in RAZ, hence it is valid 
in ‘B since the k-generated subalgebras of % are in RA: and we may assume k 2 1. 
Let 0 ES(n), I<m. Then sij(X,~)=O in 9I. NOW ‘iI(S,(Xo/)) =h(O)=O=sijp~R~ = 
SQ%(&,). Assume that u E A’. Then @~,--a) = h(Sjja) = sijh(a) = sqh(a) since A’ is 
closed under au and h is a homomo~hism w.r.t. Sij. Since both h and sii are ad- 
ditive. vve are done. El 
Proof of Theorem 6 is completed. 0 
Problem 2.16 in [70] asks if RCA,, can be axiomatized with a set of equations 
in which complementation occurs in only finitely many equations. One reason for 
asking this was that the “perfect extension” of an RCA, is an RCA,, again, and 
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the natural condition for equations to be preserved under “perfect extensions” is that 
complementation - does not occur in them. Theorem 7 below gives a negative answer 
to this problem. 
Subalgebras of complementation-free reducts of RCA,,‘s arise in a natural way in 
the study of databases, cf. [39, 42, 50-52, 781. Comer asked in the problem session 
of the 1988 Algebraic Logic Conference in Budapest whether the class RCA, of all 
these subreducts is a variety or not. This was Problem 11 in [95]. Comer proved that 
RCA,; is a quasi-variety which is not finitely axiomatizable. Theorem 7 below states 
that RCA,; is not a variety, thus giving a negative answer to Comer’s question. 
Theorem 7 below states that not only complementation, but also the other Boolean 
operations, + or ., have to occur infinitely many times in any axiomatization of RC’,4,,. 
For any algebra 0 similar to RCA,,‘s, the complementation-free reduct Cr- of K is 
defined as 
O-=(C,+~;~,O~,l~,c~,d~),.,,,,. 
Then RCA,; is the class of all subalgebras of K- for some Cc E RCA,,. 
Theorem 7. (i) Let C he a set qf equations usiomatiziny RCA,, n 23. Let / <II, 
und k <n, k’ <a be nutural numbers. Then C contuins i@nitely rnun~~ equutions in 
nshich ~ occurs, one of + or occurs. u diugonal constant with index- ! occurs. snore 
thun k cylindr$cutions and more than k’ ouriubles occur. The sume holdLs ,fiw lrrz_~ 
X in pluce of RCA,, such thut %Cs,, i .X“ 2 RCA,,. 
(ii) RCA, is not u variety. 
Proof. To prove Theorem 7, we shall use the constructions of the proofs of 
Theorems 3 and 4. We proved earlier that several reducts of these algebras 91 are 
representable. Here we shall prove that 
(a) the complementation-free reduct 91 of QI is a homomorphic image of a subalgebra 
6 of the complementation free reduct +Q- of a % E XCs,,. 
(b) $a- $! RCA,. 
(c) W can be represented as a XCs,, such that every operation of ‘II except for “u” 
and “n” are the natural ones. 
These will prove Theorem 7 as follows. Let Z- denote the set of all equations 
valid in 3c,Cs,, in which - does not occur. Let 6, ‘1_ be as in (a). Then 5p /= C- be- 
cause v E X,Cs,I. Then ‘v- /= C-, because - does not occur in Z-. Then K /== I- by 
0 C ‘a-, and then ‘21- b C- since ‘L1 - is a homomorphic image of K and Z- consists 
of equations. Then BI /= C-. This, together with our previous arguments, proves (i) of 
Theorem 7. To prove (ii) of Theorem 7, notice that (a) implies that CLI 
_ 
IS a homo- 
morphic image of a member of RCA,;, namely of 6, and thus (b) implies that RCA, 
is not closed under taking homomorphic images, showing that RCA, is not a variety. 
First we prove (a), (b) for the case n 30. Let (q: i<n), m be as in the proof of 
Theorem 3, i.e. let M:@U, and W~=I/oU{w}, lUol=rn, K=U, if O<i<n and let 
W=U{&: i<n}=UU{vt,}. 
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Let R’ = Xi<,, FS$ and let R,!, j < m be a partition of R’ such that ciRj = ciR’ for all 
i <n, j <m. Such a partition exists by I&/ 2 m + 1 for all i < n and by Lemma 2. 
Let u E l.Jo be fixed. Let [w/u] : W + W be the mapping of W that sends w to u 
and leaves all other points of W fixed, and let [w,u] be the permutation of W that 
interchanges w and u and leaves all other elements of W fixed. For any s E *W let 
s(w/u) = [w/u] 0 s, i.e. 
S(W/U)j = 
1 
Si if Si # W, 
u if Si = W. 
Let rr = [u, w]. Let G denote the set of all permutations of U which leave each Ui (i 6 n) 
fixed. For a C “U let 
Ga={gos: sEa,gEG}. 
Let 
D = {s E ’ W: {EL, w} C Rngs}, 
B’ = {x C ” W: x = TLC, (x n “U) = G(x n ‘U), and (Vs E x n D)s(w/u) E x}, 
B= {u{Ri: jEJ}U x: JCm+ 1, XEB’}. 
We are going to show that B is closed under n, U, cw and {t!l, n W, dly} s B’ 2 B for 
all i, j <n. It is not difficult to see that B’ is closed under U, n and 0,“W, diy E B’. 
Next we show that B’ is closed under cw. Let i <n and x E B’. Clearly, cix = rcqx 
by x = rrx. Let s E Cix n “U and g E G. Then z = s(i/v) E x for some v. If v E U, then 
z~xn”U, and then gozgx. But gas and goz differ at most at place i, so gosEcix 
and we are done. Assume therefore v 6 U, i.e. v = MJ. Then i is the only element of 
n for which z, = w, hence Z(W/U) differs from s only at place i. So it is enough to 
show z(w/u) E x. If z ED, then this is immediate by x E B’. If z q! D, then u $! Rngz, 
and hence Z(W/U) = rt oz E x. We have seen (cix n “U) = G(c;x n “U). To verify the 
last condition for cix, let s ED, s E Cix. Then z =s(i/v) EX for some v. If z ED 
then Z(W/U) E x by x E B’, and therefore s(w/u) E Cix because s(w/u) =z(w/u)(i/v’) for 
some v’. Assume therefore z $! D. Then si E {u, w} and s; $ Rngz by s ED. If si = w 
then s(w/u) = s(i/u) E cix and we are done. Assume si = U. Then Z(W/U) = [w, u] oz by 
u @ Rngz, hence z(w/u) E x by x E B’, z E x. Then s(w/u) E cix as in the previous case 
and we are done with showing CiX E B’. 
Now we are going to show that B is also closed under U, n , and c,K. It is clear that 
B is closed under U. To show closure of B under 13, notice first that RI E B’, and R’ C x 
whenever x n R’ # 0 and x E Bl. (To show this latter, we use x n n U = G(x n “U) and 
x = rcx.) Thus x n R,; = 0 or x n R; = R: for all x E B’ and j d m. This implies that B is 
closed under n. To show closure of B under ci, let b = Y +x where Y = U {R$: j E J} 
for some J & m + 1 and x E B’. Then ci b = c, r + C,X. By ciR: = ciR’ then C, Y = ci R’ or 
cir=QI. Thus cir,cixEB’ by RI,@, XEB’, hence cibEB’CB. 
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We have seen that B is closed under U, n, c;” and 8,“W, dr E B. Let 2.3 = (B, U, n. (D, 
’ W, ~,!““,d~),,~<,,. Then 23 is a subalgebra of the complementation-free reduct VP of 
‘v = ((p(n.W),c~V,d~)i,,<n. 
We are going to show that the complementation-free reduct ‘u- of (9I is embeddable 
into a homomorphic image of 23. To this end, first we define an algebra (5 and a 
homomorphism of 23 into 0. Let 
V znW\D, 
c = .‘p( V). $(,) =($.x) n v. 
6~ (C, U, n, 0, VTCF,d:),,jcn. 
Let y : B + C be defined by g(x) =x n V for all x E B. We are going to show that 
g : 23 + 6 is a homomorphism. It is clear that y is a homomorphism w.r.t. +, ., 0,l. d,,. 
i,j<n. 
Let i <n and x E B. We want to show that g(cFx) = cFg(x), i.e. that (c$x) n V = c:’ 
(x f’ V) n V. It is enough to check this for x E {R$: j <m} U B’. Now R’ n D = 0 because 
ifs E R’= X,,,,&, then the only i for which si E Wo is 0, i.e. (Rng(s))n Wo = {sg}. 
Then if so = u then w Q! &g(s), and if SO = MI then II $ Rng(s) by u E Ua. So, if x = Ri 
for some j <m then x n V=x and we are done. Assume x E B’. The inclusion > is clear. 
Let s E cj’x, s 6 D. Then z =s(i/v) EX for some c. If z @D then z EX n V and we are 
done. Assume z E D. Then L’ E {u, w} and r & Rngs. Assume c = w. By z E x n D, x E B’ 
then z(w/u) = s(ilu) E x, and s(i/u) E V by w $ Rng s. Thus s(i/u) E x n V and we are 
done. The case z1= u is similar: By z E x n D we have Z(U/PV) = rr oz(witr) E x. By 
u $ RKVJ(S) then z(u/w) =s(i/w) EX n V and we are done with showing that g is a 
homomorphism w.r.t. c,. 
Let M = {x n v: x E B} and ‘93 = (M, U. n, 0, V, cp, d$)i,,i,l. Then 92 is a homomor- 
phic image of 23. 
We now show that ‘UP is embeddable into 93. Recall that any element of A is of 
form C {R,: j E J} + a where J C m + 1 and a E A’, a n R = 0, because ‘?I is obtained 
from ‘21’ by splitting R into m + 1 parts Ri, j < m. Let rr = [u, w]. We define h : A - A4 
as follows. For any J C m + 1 and a E A’, an R = 0 we define 
h x{R,: ,j~J}+a) = U{Ri: jEJ}UaU7ca. 
( 
First we check that h is well defined, h is one-to-one, and h(a) EM for all a E A. Now, 
h is well defined because if C {Rj: j E J}+Lz = C {R,/:,i E J’}+a’ with a, a’ E .4’, a R = 
u’ 1 R =O, then J = J’ and a = a’. h is one-to-one because if a # a’, a, a’ E A’, u R = a’. 
R = 0, and s E a - a’, then s $i! R’ U a’ UT&. Finally, let _v = c {Rj: j E J} + u, u t A’. 
a.R=O. We want to show that h(y)EM. Let x=aUna. Then x=r-rx by rcorr=Id. 
Also, sn D=8 since if s E a then w 4 Rng(s) by a C”U, w @ U, and thus u @ 
Rng(z o s). Finally, x n “U = a because if s E a, then 7c o s E “U only if u $ Rng s. and 
then rr OJ‘= s. By a E A’, R = G(R), and since A’ is generated by R, we have that 
a = G(a). Thus x n”U = G(x n”U). This shows x E B’ and x C V. We have already 
seen that R’ C: V. Thus h(y) E B and h(y) i V, i.e. h(y) EM. 
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We are going to check that h is a homomorphism on au-. It is easy to see that 
h preserves +, .,O,dij and h(V) = I? (When checking ., we use an(s~b) 2 an b if 
a, b C “U.) It remains to show that h preserves ci. Let a EA’ be arbitrary. First we 
show that 
h(c,%) = cf-‘u 7c(Cl%). (*I 
Indeed, if R n cya = 0, then (*) is immediate by the definition of h. Assume R n c,(iu 
# 8. Then R C cyu by a E A’. Now by using R’ = R U nR and R C cyu we get 
&“a) = R’ u (c,Uu\R) U n(c;u\R) 
= R u TTR u (c”u\R) u (nc”u\7cR) 
= R U (c,LIu\R) U T-CR U (q%z\~R) 
= c,% u nc,c’u. 
Next, we will prove that 
cz% u 7c(c1~u) = cP(u u 7cu) n V. (**) 
Indeed, the inclusion C is clear. Let s E cw(u U m) n V. Then s(i/u) E a U TCU for some 
v E W. Assume si $ {u, w}. Then s E c,vu Unc”u. Assume si = w. Then u $4 Rng s by 
s E V. If s(i/v) E a, then sj #w for all j # i, hence rt OS E $a. If s(i/v) gnu, then 
rt OS E ~~!‘a. Assume Si = U. Then w 6 Rngs by s E V. If s(i/v) E a, then s E cUu. If 
n o s(i/v) E a, then s, # u for all j # i, hence s and n o s(i/v) differ only at i, so s E ~,?a. 
We are ready to prove that h preserves ci. Let i <II, j dm, and a E A’, an R = 0 
be arbitrary. Now h(c”Rj) = h(cf’R) = cw(R U OCR) n V = (c?R’) n V = (q!Ri) n V = 
c”h(Rj). Also, h(c?‘u) = h($“u) = cw(u U m) fl V = c&h(u). Since h preserves +, we 
are done. 
We showed that au- is embeddable into mm, and YJI is a homomorphic image of 
23 C !I.-. Thus, by basic universal algebraic facts we have that ‘K is a homomorphic 
image of a subalgebra of ‘p-. We proved (a). 
To show (b), let q denote the following formula: 
EAX+ 11 COXi = 0, 
where E,X are the following formulas, respectively: 
rI spc, . . .c,x< C dij, 
i<iTl &j<m 
A Xi.Xk=OAXi<X. 
l,k<m+l,i#k 
Then it is not difficult to check that RCA,, b q and $U- k q. One way of doing this 
is noticing that we basically did this in the proof of Claim 1, since our formula c 
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is equivalent to r(x) =0 for the r(x) used in the proof of Claim 1. This proves that 
91- @ RCA- 
Now we %ow how to modify the above proofs of (a) and (b) for the case n < (11. Let 
IV, (K: i<n),J’: W ++ W be as in the proof of Theorem 4 (cf. the proof of Claim 8). 
Let e be the smallest equivalence relation contianing .f’. Fix some ZI E U,J. II‘ E W\!L: 
and let n,!e={r: rew}, zl/e={c: rezl}. Let (r:u’t a! J ++ u,fe be such that 6 preserves /‘. 
and let 
ri=ciufd /Uo, n=huU-‘uld r(U,,\u/e). 
Then 0: WC, + Uo and rc : W” --H Wo. Define s(w!14)=cios. Let R’= X,,,, W; and let 
Ri, j <n be a partition of R’ such that ciRi = Ci R’ for all i < n, j < m. Let G be the 
set of all permutations of U that leave R and F (in the definition of 91) fixed. Let 
D = {s E ‘I W: z//e n Rng(s) # o), W;C n Rny(s) # (!I), 
B’= {.Y C”W’: x= ~~x,(.xn”U)= G(.un”U). and (‘V~Y EX~I D)s(w,iu) es}, 
B= {u{R;:,j~J}ux: JCnz+ I. x E B’ 
Then B is closed under the operations of +@- = (,P(” W), U, r~, 8, n W, c,!“‘. dT),,,, ,i. Let 
$93 C ‘VP with universe B. Let V, C and $1 be as in the previous case (n>(o). Then 
y : $23 + 0 is a homomorphism, and the function h defined as in the previous proof 
embeds dIP into the image of $23 along 61, 
This shows (a). TO prove ‘K Q? RCA,; let q’ denote the following formula: 
(pAl:A(?A%+ I-I COXi = 0, 
i$rn 
where m = K (n - 1) and cp, E, 6,~ are the following formulas, respectively: 
A spqz. A -.s~s;z=o, 
,<,I ,<,<,I 
/j x;.x,=OAc ,... c,,-I-J+c,z. 
l</Cnl r<m 
Then what we did in Claim 7 was to show that RCA,, b q’ while 91 k q’. Since 
complementation does not occur in q’, this shows that GLI- +Z RCA,;. 
Finally, we show how to represent the “U” and “V-free reducts of our algebras. 
We will treat the cases n 3 co and n (: tr) together. 
Let m. U, (U,: i <rz), R, ‘U’, R.,, j < t?r and 9I be as in the proofs of Theorem 3, 
Theorem 4. We may assume that m 2 3. Let Ri, j cm be a partition of R such that 
c, Ri = c, R for all i <n, j <m. Let z E R\(RL U R’, ) be fixed and let ye : {J C n7 + I : 
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0 E J} w {G C R\(Rk U R’, ): z E G} be an arbitrary injection. We are going to define a 
function h : A -+ 9(W). Recall that every element of A is of form C {R/: j E J} + a 
where J C m + 1 and a E A’ C .T(“U). Let J C m + 1. Then we define 
&, U v(J) if OEJ, J#m+l, 
h (C{Rj: ~EJ}) = 
R\(RbUrl((m+ l)\J)) if O@J, J#& 
0 if J=8, 
R if J=m+ 1. 
Let a EA be arbitrary. Then we define 
h(a) = (a\R) U h(a fl R). 
It is easy to see that h : VI++ (~(“U),C~~,~~~)~,J<, is a one-one homomorphism w.r.t. 
-,@,“U,c~,d;. 0 
3. On algebras of binary relations 
Besides the class RCA, of algebras of n-ary relations, Tarski proposed another class 
for generalizing Boolean algebras, the class RRA of algebras of binary relations. This 
class RRA differs from RCA2 in having one additional binary operation, namely the 
composition of binary relations and in having also pal. 
This new operation makes the algebras very “strong”: RRA is not finitely axioma- 
tizable [108], though RCA2 and RPEA2 are finitely axiomatizable (a result of Henkin 
and Tarski ” ). The theory of RRA is very similar to that of RCA,,, n 2 3, and it is 
general practice that theorems proved for RCA,, can be proved for RRA, and vice 
versa (though this “transfer” is not trivial or mechanical at all). Each of these two 
kinds of algebras of relations has its own advantage and disadvantage over the other 
one. The classes RCA,, are more convenient in that they have only unary operations 
in addition to the Boolean ones (unary operations are much easier to handle than bi- 
nary ones), and the connection between equations of RCA, and first-order formulas is 
very close, almost trivial. On the other hand, algebras in RRA are very familiar in the 
general mathematical practice, their definition is very simple and easy to grasp. The 
strength of RRA comes from the operation of composition of relations, which forms 
a semigroup. So, basically, RRA’s are Boolean algebras endowed with a semigroup 
structure. 
There are, however, differences between RCA,‘s and RRA’s. We saw that the 
“strength of RCA,,” is distributed among the operations of RCA, quite evenly. We 
shall see that all the strength of RRA is concentrated in relation composition: this op- 
eration is so strong that relative to it, all the other non-Boolean operations are finitely 
axiomatizable. 
“For proofs see [72, 3.2.65, 5.4.331 
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Let U be a set, and R,S be binary relations on U, i.e. R, S C U x U. Then we define 
R 1 S = {(u, u): (u, w) E R and (w, U) ES for some w E U}. 
R-’ ={(u,u): (u,v)~R}, 
Idu = {(u,u): u E U}, 
‘Be(U) = MU x U), I,-’ ,ldu), 
Ra2 = {%e( U): U is a set}. 
$%e( U) is called the full relation set algebra on U. The class of all subalgebras of Raz 
is called the class Rs of all relation set algebras, or of all proper relation algebras (this 
is the analogon of Cs,). The variety generated by Raz is the class of all subdirect 
products of Rs’s and is called RRA, the class of all representable relation algebras. 
We note that IRS, the class of isomorphic copies of elements of Rs, is axiomatizable 
by quantifier-free formulas. We are going to show that every axiomatization of Rs 
(or of RRA) (by quantifier-free formulas) must contain infinitely many formulas in 
which all of the Boolean operations and also relation composition occur. This answers, 
in the negative, a problem raised in [82]. 
The operations I,-’ and Idu in (proper) relation algebras are often denoted by ; ,- and 
l’, respectively. We often write f in place of x-(or “(x)). Let 9I = (A, +, ., -, 0, 1, ; , ; I’) 
be an algebra similar to Rs’s. We say that 2t is a relation algebra if it satisfies the fol- 
lowing finite set of equations (introduced in [167], see also [72, 5.3.11 or [83, Definition 
2.11). 
(A, +, ., -, 0,l) is a Boolean algebra, 
(A, ; ,; 1’) is an involuted monoid, 
; and “distribute over join, 
A relation algebra 2I is called weakly representable (a wRRA) if it is representable 
as an algebra of binary relations where all the operations except perhaps + and - have 
their natural set theoretic meanings (i.e. ., 0, 1, ; , , - 1’ denote set theoretic intersection, 
empty set, biggest set, relation composition, inverse or converse, and identity relation, 
respectively, but + and - do not necessarily denote union and complementation). This 
notion was introduced in Jonsson [82], where an infinite set of quasi-equations was 
given to axiomatize the class of all weakly representable relation algebras. Problem 3 in 
Jonsson [82] asks if every wRRA is representable such that every operation including 
+ and - is standard (is an RRA) or not. This amounts to asking whether there is 
a cause of non-representability that can be attributed to “union and complementation” 
solely. In this sense, the subject belongs to the investigation of reducts of relation 
algebras, a survey paper on which is [145]. The inifinite set C of quasi-equations 
given in [82] and characterizing wRRA is such that + and - occur only in finitely 
many formulas in it. Therefore our theorem stating that RRA cannot be axiomatized 
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with such sets (Theorem 7 below) implies that wRRA # RRA, thus giving a negative 
answer to Problem 3 in [82]. (We will state a stronger theorem). 
We note that it is proved in [61] that wRRA is not axiomatizable with a finite set 
of quantifier-free formulas (answering the first part of Problem 1 in [82]). 
Theorem 8. Let C be a set qf quantifier-free formulas axiomutizing RRA over 
wRRA, i.e. such that RRA =Mod(C) n wRRA. Assume that no formula in C con- 
tains both + and . . Then there are infinitely many formulas in C in which all of ; , 
- and one oft, . occur. The same holds for IRS in place of RRA. 
The proof of Theorem 8 can be found in [8]. 
Remark 7. The conditions of Theorem 8 are best possible because of the following. 
The operation . is term-expressible with -, + and + is term-expressible with -, 
in Boolean algebras (e.g. x. y = -(-x + -y)), thus Theorem 7 becomes false if we 
replace “one of +, .” in it with “+” or with “.“. Also, - is expressible with + and ., 
namely x.y=OAx+ y= 1 +y=-x holds in B oolean algebras. Hence the condition 
“no formula in C contains both + and .” cannot be omitted in Theorem 8. We note that 
this condition can be omitted if we replace “quantifier-free formulas” with “equations” 
in Theorem 8. This is proved in [3] by using relation algebras belonging to finite 
projective geometries, i.e. using the so called Lyndon algebras & for n CO. It is 
proved in [3] that the complementation-free reduct 2, of Q,, is a homomorphic image 
of a subalgebra of e!M - if m an. Since & E RRA for inifinitely many m, this implies 
that all the equations valid in RRA that do not contain - are valid in all Lyndon 
algebras. This argument replaces the one in the proof of Theorem 8 for showing that 
‘B(n,co) is weakly representable. The rest of the proof in Andreka [3] is very similar 
to that of Theorem 8. Jonsson [86] proved by using the above-mentioned Lyndon 
algebras that RRA cannot be axiomatized with a set of quantifier-free formulas using 
finitely many variables. This result is strengthened in [3] to the statement that in any 
equational axiomatization of RRA, for any k <CO, there are infinitely many equaitons 
containing more than k variables, and containing at the same time ;, - and one of 
+, . . We also note that ; 1’ do not necessarily have to occur infinitely many times in 
an axiomatization of RRA.: There is an equational axiomatization of RRA in which - 
and 1’ occur in finitely many formulas only. This is proved in [21]. 
Remark 8. Subreducts of RRA are extensively investigated, a survey paper on this is 
[145]. There are still many interesting open problems in this area. 
Clearly, 1 is characterised as a semigroup, 1, G was characterized by Zaretskij [164], 
and 1, n was characterized by Bredikhin and Schein [34]. Characterizations for /, C, Id 
or for /, n, Id are not known. 
The characterization of ],n is very simple: Any semilattice-ordered semigroup is 
isomorphic to a set of binary relations with the operations /, n. The corresponding 
question for /, U was investigated since at least 1962. It was conjectured that every 
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distributive semilattice-ordered semigroup is representable with binary relations, /, U. It 
was also not known whether the class 
X=l{(A.I. u): A is a set of binary relations closed under 1, U} 
is a variety or not. It is proved in [2] that the answer is in the negative: 
In the proof of the above theorem, the following set of quasi-equations witnessing 
non-finite axiomatizability of X is exhibited: Let m -CO and let qm denote the following 
quasi-equation 
I < ,>I 
-l.~cclY:,)u u (X(lY:‘)U(x(‘(y:+,)U(n:,_, I,v;;_,)u(x,,_, Iy). 
Then it is proved in [2] that X’ + {q,: m co} but any set C of universal formulas 
containing finitely many variables, or any finite set of first-order formulas, can imply 
only finitely many of q,, m <CO. We know that {q,,l: m <CO} does not axiomatize .%‘. 
To find a (relatively simple) axiom system for the quasi-equational theory of .% is 
still an open problem. 
It is proved in [7, Theorem 11, that a distributive semilattice-ordered semigroup is 
isomorphic to an algebra of binary relations iff it can be embedded into such a structure 
where the semilattice part is distributive in the lattice-theoretical sense, i.e. if 
a<bUc implies u = 6’ U c’ for some b’ < 6, c’ <c’. 
This theorem might help in finding an axiomatization of X. 
It is proved in [2, 71 together, that no distinguished familiar operations on binary 
relations help in finitely axiomatizing /,U in the following sense. Let * denote the 
operation of forming transitive closure of a binary relation and let M be a set of 
operations on binary relations such that { /. U} C A4 C { 1, U, n, -, 0, Id, -‘, *}. Let 
X(A4) = I{ (A,J’) fE,v: A is a set of binary relations closed under all ,/’ E M }. 
Then X(M) is not finitely axiomatizable, moreover if n $! M then the quasi-equational 
theory of X(M) is not axiomatizable by using finitely many variables. It would be 
interesting to know whether there are operations definable in RRA which together with 
/, U can be finitely axiomatized. 
The operation * is investigated in Kleene-algebras, and the above theorem applies to 
Kleene-algebras (studied in computer science), too. The operations of Kleene-algebras 
are i,U,0,-I,*, Id. Redko [ 1371 proved that the equational theory of the -‘-free Kleene- 
algebras is not finitely axiomatizable, and Kozen [89] proved that the equational theory 
of the *-free Kleene-algebras is finitely axiomatizable. By our theorem above, the quasi- 
equational theory of any of these reducts is not finitely axiomatizable. 
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